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ABSTRACT 

In this work, a new approach has been described for 

disambiguation of pronouns making use of real world 

knowledge. 

It consists in using interactive-states and 

anticipation of actions alongwith implicitly and explicitly 

invoked situations. 

In addition, a deep-structure representation of action 

has been described. This helps in giving complete meaning of 

an action and provides the system with I imited high-level 

learning capabilities. 

A scheme for formulation of real world relations and 

their effects an interaction has also been implemented. 

Finally its application in mechanical translation of 

natural language has been discussed. 



CHAPTER 1 

This dissertation addresses a problem central to 

understanding of natural languages by computer. There are 

several criteria which constitute necessary condition for 

natural language understanding. 

1-1. CRITERIA FOR UNDERSTANDING 

i f : 

A computer can be said to understand natural language 

i) it can identify the theme of a discourse. 

ii) it can resolve anophoric references. 

iii) it can answer questions related to a given text 

with enough causality. 

iv) it can anticipate the response of an actor or 

object in a particular situation. 

1-2 CLASSIFICATION OF PROBLEMS IN NLU 

The above criterion for understanding leads to many 

basic disambiguation problems in natural languages. They can 

be classified as: 

i) Word-sense disambiguations. 

i i ) Pronomial 

Anaphora. 

disambiguations or resolution of 



iii) Situation appraisal and disambiguation. 

iv) Context Resolution 

v) Inference problems. 

1-3 WHAT IS PRONOUN DISAMBIGUATION 

Pronoun can be classified in following structure 

(See Figure 1-1) 

Pronouns disambiguation is defined as mapping of these 

pronouns to actor•s actual name in a given text. It can be 

classified in the parts: 

1-3.1 Surface Level Disambiguation 

Surface Level Disambiguation is required when actors in 

the sentence are from different class and they are wei I 

identified. Some of the classes are-

i ) 

i i ) 

i i i ) 

1-3.2 

Singular Inanimate 

Singular animate male 

Singular animate Female, etc. 

Deep Level Disambiguation 

Deep Level Disambiguation is required when 

i) Actors being disambiguated belong to the same 

class. 

2 
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i i) The usage of pronouns does not suggest to which 

class they belong. 

1-'· SURVEY OF THE PREVIOUS WORK 

Lot of work has gone in pronoun disambiguation. The 

case grammar approach by Fillmore [9] is very elegant. It is 

able to handle cases where anaphora is disambiguated using 

meaning of a word or context using the properties of a 

verb-term. 

St iII it is not capable of disambiguating the pronouns 

which require role-playing in a particular situation. 

Schank and Abelson [18] have tried to handle role

playing in their script formal ism but it is too rigid and in 

real world such rigid role playing does not occur. 

Bul lwinkle in PAL [2] has used the approach of invoking 

frame and it rei ies on discourse structure. The basic 

oroblems of finding focus of attention is very difficult. 

Besides involving a knowledge-frame when the information is 

not explicit is also very difficult [5]. 

Hobbs in his coherence relation [14] tries to classify 

discourse structure. It looks promising and useful in 

understanding the theme and sentence level perception. Sti I I 

it is incomplete and pronouns disambiguation requires more 

3 



than coherence relation. Moreover, the lack of proper 

knowledge-base may lead to wrong perception, e.g. 

1-1) Mohan scratched his head furiously. The new 

Shampoo that he used had made it itch unbearably. 

here it =head because head is the only object in 

the context which can itch. Compare it to the 

sentence: 

1-2) Mohan scratched his head furiously. The new 

Shampoo he had used made it necessary. here it = 

act 'Scratching of Head'. 

While disambiguating pronouns, correlation between 

previous act and current act also helps in disambiguation, 

e.g . ' 

1-3) Ram gave the book to 

happily. 

Mohan. He received it 

Here he =Mohan because receiver of book is Mohan. 

This requires same way of relating the acts 'give' and 

'receive' and their characteristics. Schank in his 

conceptual dependency model [17] has made a fundamental 

contribution of classifying the actions but that 

classification has limitations (See (1-3)). In Schank's 

formal ism 'give• and 'receive• both are ATRAns and it 

4 



is difficult to relate 'give• and 'receive• as antonym. 

Schank's formal ism of act representation has following 

I imitations: 

i ) Lot of A c t -Sense i s I o s t when an act is 

represented. 

i i) Deep representation form has slots like recipent 

in ATRANS which 

involved with it. 

has inbuilt directionality 

It I imits the scope of action-

class and correlation between different actions in 

a particular action-class. 

1-5. OBJECTIVE OF THIS WORK 

This 

described 

work tries to integrate different concepts 

above as wei I as to remove the following 

I imtitations: 

i) Rigidity that is in Schank's script concept. 

i i ) Problem of invocation of knowledge-frame by 

i mp I i c i t fa c t o r s . 

iii) Loss of meaning and lack of intraclass 

i ) 

relationships of actions in Schank's formal ism. 

Some new concepts have also been added for pronoun 

dis amb i g u at ion: 

Use of interactive-states in pronoun 

disambiguation (See Section 3-1.2) 

5 



i i ) Formulation of situation for pronoun 

disambiguation {See Section 3-1.1). 

iii) Deferred disambiguations {See Sections 2-1.8, 2-

3.4 and 4-5). 

iv) Formulation of actions to preserve their act

sense. {See Section 4-7). 

v) Formulation of relations {See Sections 3-1.3, 4-

6.3 and 4-6.4). 

vi) Use of anticipated states and actions {See 

Sections 3-1.2 and 4-8). 

An attempt has been made to provide some high-level 

learning capability in the design {See sections 3-2 & 4-7). 

6 



as: 

CHAPTER 2 

CLASSIFICATION OF PRONOMIAL DISAMBIGUATION 

Disambiguation of pronouns can be broadly classified 

i) Singular personal pronouns (he, she, him, her). 

ii) Relational pronouns (his, her, their). 

i i i ) Co I I e c t i v e I p I u r a I pronoun s ( they , them, the i r , 

those). 

iv) Pronouns denoting inanimate-object or denoting 

pro-action (it). 

Disambiguation of these pronouns can be classified into 

following classes : 

2-1. DISAMBIGUATION OF SINGULAR PERSONAL PRONOUNS 

2-1.1 Syntactic Structure Disambiguation 

2-1) Ram told Shyam that he should help others. 

Here 'should' decides the disambiguation of he 

i.e., he = object-who of previous sentence = Shyam 

2-1.2 Word/Act Sense Disambiguation 

2-2) Ram told Shyam that he would not harm others. 

Here, in general, by default he= Ram unless there 

is a previous context equating he = Shyam. 

7 



Compare it to the sentence: 

2-3) Ram ordered Shyam that he wduld not harm others. 

Here he = Shyam. Clearly the word/Act sense 

dictates the disambiguation of pronoun 'He' 

2-1.3 Disambiguation by Most-Recent-Actor 

2-4) Ram hit Shyam. Mohan was playing, he hit Ram. 

Here clearly he = Mohan and not Shyam. 

2-1.4 Focus-Changing by Certain Focus-Switch Words 

2-5) Ram hit Shyam. Mohan was playing. He too hit him. 

here he = Mohan, him = Shyam 

2 - 6 ) Wh i I e i n t he S en t en c e : 

Ram hit Shyam. Mohan was playing. He hit him too. 

Clearly the presence of focus switches I ike (too, 

also) changes the focus and it is the most-recent

actor who is associated to the focussed pronoun. 

2-1.5 Causality Oriented Disambiguation 

2-1.5.1 Act ion ~ State 

2-7) Ram was teasing Shyam. He got angry. 

Here the action of teasing Shyam gets him in a 

mental state of anger. Hence he = Shyam. 

8 



2-1.5.2 Action~ State and State~ Action 

2-8) Ram was teasing Shyam. He hit him. 

Here there is an anticipatory reasoning.•Teasing 

of Shyam• gets him in a mental state of anger and 

angry person can hit. Hence he= Shyam and him = 

Ram. 

2-1.5.3 State t Action 

2-9) Ram was angry over Shyam. He hit him. 

2-1.5.4 

2-10) 

2-1.6 

Here he = Ram and him = Shyam. 

State~ Action. 

Action ~ Action 

Ram fe I I down while c I imb i ng a 

broke his arm. 

Here act of fa I I i ng leads to 

Hence he = Ram. 

It is a case of 

steep wa I I. He 

breaking of arm. 

Explicit Antecedent Consequent Pronouns (Backward 

Reasoning) 

2-11) Ram hit Shyam because he was crying. 

Here he = Shyam. Here crying is an after effect of 

hitting and it is a case of action ~ state and 

state~ action. 

9 



2-12) Ram hit Shyam because he was angry. 

Here he =Ram. It is just the reverse of (2-11) 

and difficult because consequence has been given 

f i r s t a n d a n t e cede n t I a t e r • Wh i I e i n the s t a t e ~ 

action the flow is unidirectional from antecendent 

to consequent but here the disambiguation (State ~ 

action) has to be done in reverse direction. 

2-1.7 Disambiguation By Structure Analysis_of Action 

Sometimes 

required. 

deep structure analysis of action is 

2-13) Ram gave a book to Shyam. He received it with 

gratitude. 

He r e t he k n ow I e d g e t h a t ' r e c e i v e ' i s a n t o n ym o f 

'give' and object-who of act give = Agent of 

'receive' helps in disambiguation. Hence he = 

Shyam. 

2-1.8 Inference Based Pronoun Disambiguation 

There are certain cases of pronouns where it is not 

only the anticipation of act or recency but inferential 

analysis and backtracking is required too for 

disambiguation. 

1 0 



2-14) Mira was dancing. Sita was reading. Suddenly she 

started singing. Sita stilI did not look at her. 

If simple forward disambiguation is used then 

'she' wi I I be equated to Sita (See Section 2-1.3) 

but here she= Mira and it can be reasoned as 

f o I I ows: 

Sita did not look ~ Sita did not look something she 

was supposed to pay attention to and only act happening, was 

singing. So Sita did not pay attention to singing. 'Agent' 

of singing is different from Sita. So she= Mira (next most 

recent actor). 

This problem is one of the most complicated as it 

requires: 

i ) Keeping track of previous sentence and 

disambiguation. 

ii) lnferencing backward 

iii) Use of inherent meaning of act look i.e, paying 

attention. 

2-1.9 Script/Situation Dependent Disambiguation of Pronoun 

In a certain wei I defined situation different people 

olay different roles. 

and equating to 

oronouns. 

Thus identifying activities of 

actual names wi I I disambiguate 

1 1 
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2-15) Sita invited Mira for dinner. She enjoyed the 

food. 

Here Mira is guest and guest is supposed to enjoy 

the food. hence she = guest =Mira. 

2-1.10 Disambiguation Using Relational Pronouns 

2-16) Ram went to Mohan's house. He was fascinated by 

his garden. 

Here garden is a part of the hosue. House is owned 

by Mohan. Hence his =Mohan's, therefore he = Ram. 

2-17) Consider another example: 

Mohan is a good orator. He went to Ram's house. He 
~ 2 

was pleased by his elocution 

Here elocution is synonymous to oratory and 

oratory is possessed by Mohan. hence his = Mohan's 

therefore he = Ram. 
~ 

2-1.11 Conjunctive Form Disambiguation 

In the conjunctive sentences, certain conjunctions 

restrain the focus to antecedent - Consequent form. They: 

i) Restrict the focus to actors in the antecedent 

sentence. 

ii) Imply certain relationships between antecedents 

and consequents, e.g. 

1 2 



2-18) Ram requested Mohan but he did not help him. 

Here he = Mohan because deep-structure 

'request' imp I i es that it is a request to 

~ertain act. However, the presence of 

imp I i es that the actor who is expected to 

that act does not perform the act. But = 

(Anticipation). 

of act 

perform 

I bUt I 

perform 

2-2. DISAMBIGUATION OF RELATIONAL PRONOUNS (His, Her, Their, 

i t s ) 

2-2.1 Disambiguation By ownership Relation 

In a particular text, a particular actor owns a real 

world object then the use of any relational pronoun 

anywhere, associated with that object wi I I be disambiguated 

as the owner's name: 

2-19) Ram went to Mohan's house. He found His house in a 

terrible shape. 

2-2.2 Disambiguation by Relation 'Part-of' 

2-20) Ram went to Mohan's hosue. He found his garden 

fantastic. Here garden is Mohan's because garden 

is a part of the house and the house is Mohan's. 

If ((a owns a) /\¥z (z part of a)) 

~ V z (a owns z ) . 

1 3 



2-2.3 Disambiguation by Reference to An Acqurired State 

2-21) Ram was ki I led in a sudden accident. Mohan escaped 

unhurt though. Sita could not withstand his death. 

Here was ki I led = physical state death. Since Ram 

has acquired his physical state, his = Ram's. 

2-22) Another example: 

2-2.4 

A splinter hit Ram badly. Mohan was bothered about 

his injury. 

Disambiguation by Word/Act Sense 

2-23) Ram requested Mohan to hold his books. Here stilI 

the ownership of books might be undecided but the 

sense of request expects the agent to ask for some 

favour from object-who. Hence 'his' by default is 

equated to Ram. 

2-24) Ram asked Mohan to hold his breath 

Clearly here, his =Mohan because a person can hold his 

0wn breath. Such usage and associations require correct 

disambiguation of word sense. 

2-2.5 Disambiguation by Acquired Interactive-Relationship 

2-25) Ram has a brother named Shyam. One day he was 

playing with Mohan. Mohan hit him. His brother got 

furious. 

1 4 



Here since Ram<brothe~Shyam (Ram is interactively 

attached to Shyam by brother relationship). Hence 

his brother means that person who has a brother in 

the current discourse hence his = Ram's and since 

Ram's brother = Shyam therefore 'his brother• = 

Shy am. 

2-2.6 Disambiguation by Deep-Structure 

2-26) Ram drives a blue car. One day its axle was 

broken. 

Here its = car because axle is a part of car. Such 

cases require representation of physical structure 

of car and identification of recently used object 

whose deep structure can be searched. 

2-3. DISAMBIGUATION OF PLURAL PRONOUNS (they, their, them) 

2-3.1 Problems in Disambiguation of plural pronouns 

i) The basic problem with disambiguation of 'they• is 

determination of criteria on which the actors can 

be grouped in a collective form. This may lead to 

identification of actors doing similar act/actors 

having simi Jar effect/actors present in the same 

scene (i.e. situation, time and location)/Actors 

appearing conjunctively together/Actors having 

gone through some state change. 

1 5 



i i) The second problem of collective pronoun 

disambiguation is to find out, when an act is done 

on a group of actors. The same act might have 

different effect on different actors thus they 

might be in different interactive-state or they 

may behave differently. 

An actor's state can be defined by a set of 3-tuples 

(characteristic, Interaction-state with other actor, Mental 

State) 

If actor X performs an action on a group of actors 

then the effect can be formulated as: 

where, 

ch y 
n 

= characterstic of nth actor. 

ls 1 x yn = Initial interaction-state of n+h actor with respect to j 
st 1yn = Initial mental-state of nth actor. 

Act x =Action done by actor x 

ls 2 x yn = Interaction-state of nth actor with respect to x, after 

the act 
X 

st 2yn = mental -state of nth actor, after the act x. 

1 6 



could be same as st 1y 2 but they might have 

different interaction-states or different characteristics 

thus it may lead to different effects or different actions 

done by two actors and they might not be suitable for 

collective reference later. 

2-3.2 Disambiguation by Conjunctive Usage 

2-27) Ram and Shyam teased Mohan. He kicked them. Here 

Ram and Shyam are together performing a similar 

act on Mohan. He =Mohan by Action ~ State and 

State ~action disambiguation. Ram and Shyam have 

been treated collectively as a single agent. They 

are also disambiguated by Action 7 State and 

State 7 Action and conjunctive disambiguation. 

Normally, when actors are used conjunctively, they can 

be treated together collectively for disambiguation in 

preference to other collective formation especially if the 

sentence is in the form of Antecedent-consequent. 

2-3.3 Disambiguation by Same Scene 

2-28) Sohan was reading. Ram was playing. Sita was 

dancing. Mohan asked them to go home. Here Sohan, 

Ram and Sita are in the same scene. A scene be 

defined by a 3-tuple (same main situation/script, 

same locaiton, same or almost simultaneous time). 

1 7 



By default they are taken in the same scene hence 

them= Sohan, Ram and Sita. However, collective 

reference is quite flexible in disambiguation by 

same scene. Let us take an example. 

2-29) Ram was playing. Mohan was reading. Shyam was 

singing. Suddenly Shyam asked them to bring some 

water. 

Here though Ram, Mohan and Shyam were on the same 

scene but Shyam being an agent in next sentence is 

no more in collective reference of object-who. 

Hence them = Ram and Mohan. 

2-3.q Disambiguation by Same Sub-Situation 

2-30) Ram and Shyam were playing. Mohan came to hit 

+hem. Ram ran. Mohan chased him. Suddenly they 

fell in a drain. 

Here, him = Ram (most recent actor) and they = 

Mohan and Ram because act •chasing• leads to a 

situation in which Mohan is oppressor and Ram is 

oppressed. Therefore, the collective reference 

wi I I refer preferentially to the actors playing 

role in a particular situation. 

1 8 



2-3.5 Disambiguation by Characterstic/Attribute Capability 

and Discourse Understanding 

2-31) Ram was weak in Mathematics. Sohan was weak in 

English. Mohan was a bri I I iant student. One day 

they requested him to teach. Clearly it is a very 

complicated case for Disambiguation. Request is 

made to a person to perform some act. That act is 

to teach. From discourse a brilliant student can 

teach. Hence him= bri I I iant student = Mohan. They 

=Ram and Sohan (most recent actor). 

2-4. DISAMBIGUATION OF PRONOUNS DENOTING INANIMATE-OBJECT OR 

DENOTING PROACTION (it) 

2-q.1 Preferential Focus in Disambiguation of 1 it 1 

If the usage of 1 it 1 suggests that it is an attribute 

or characterstic defining an object then the most 

preferential object in focus :s always the object as an 

agent or an object as an object-what on which the effect is 

taking place. Let us take an example. 

2-32) Mohan picked up the toy from the table. 

made of wood. 

It was 

Here it= toy. Though, toy as wei I as table can be 

made of wood but 'toy• being an object-what is a 

1 9 



focus-object where as table simply designates a 

location. 

2-4.2 Disambiguation by Recency/Focus by Recency 

When there are many objects in the scene and the usage 

of 1 it 1 does not identify any characterstic of a particular 

object, then focus is decided by recency. e.g. 

2-33) Mohan took the medicine. He opened the tap to 

drink some water. He stared in disbelief at the 

water coming out tap. It was black. Here it = 

water and not medicine (by recency). It can not be 

the tap (See Section 2-4.1). 

2-4.3 Disambiguation by Characterstic 

Sometimes, certain actions are related with certain 

characteristics. When an object acquires those 

characterstics then it becomes capable of doing that action 

preference to other objects in the scene. e.g. 

2-34) The chalk was lying on the table. 

f e I I down. 

It ro I I ed and 

Here chalk has an attribute •cyl indrical in shape• 

and cylindrical objects 

restricts them. Hence 

table. 

can roll, unless something 

it =chalk and not the 

20 



2-q.q Disambiguation by Deep-Structure/Association 

Sometimes, certain objects are impl icity associated 

with certain other objects. In such a case, use of the first 

object or presence of first object may mean presence of the 

"ther. e.g. 

2-35) Mohan picked the bottle and drank it. Here act 

drink is associated with I iquid and bottle is 

supposed to contain liquid hence drink it= drink 

I iquid in the bottle rather than the bottle 

'tself. 

2-q.s Disambiguation by Pro-action 

2-4.5.1 Default Disambiguation 

This is quite an involved problem. The only simple 

category under this is: 

If there are no objects in focus or if there are no 

objects which have an attribute such that an action is 

characteristic to that attribute then it refers to the 

previous action. e.g. 

2-36) Ram worked incessantly. It made him feel good. 

21 
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2-4.5.2 Disambiguation By Action~ State Relationships 

If there is an action ~ state relationship between 

previous sentence and current one and 'it' referential 

pronoun is used as an agent or object-what. Then it refers 

to the previous action preferably. e.g. 

2-37) Ram broke Sita's flower pot. It made her angry. 

Here action as wei I as the flower pot both are 

candidates for disambiguation but breaking of an 

object is positively related to making Sita angry. 

Hence, it =Breaking of flower pot. 

2-4.6 Disambiguation In case of Conjunctive Sentential Form 

When two sentences are joined by a conjunction and the 

first sentence has an object and second sentence refers to 

this object then the referential pronoun 1 it' =object in the 

first sentence. e.g. 

2-38) Ram closed the box and pushed it away. 

Here it =box. 

22 



CHAPTER 3 

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

From the previous chapter, it becomes clear that 

following concepts are used very often in pronomial 

disambiguation. 

i) Situation representation 

ii) Association of different situations with objects, 

actions, time and location or social setting. 

iii) State of an actor and its interaction with real

world-object (animate as wei I as inanimate). 

iv) Wei I defined relations between real-world-objects. 

v) Classification of actions/words such that they 

do not loose their distinct meanings i n 

distinguishing the act sense 

vi) Temporal and causality analysis 

3-1. SITUATION ANALYSIS AND REPRESENTATION 

Situation representation and invocation of situation 

play a major role in pronoun disambiguation. This section 

defines and then describes how situations are invoked and 

represented. 

23 



3-1.1 What is situation 

Situation 

catgories: 

can basically be classified into three 

3-1.1.1 A Wei I Defined Social Setting or Schank 1 s Script 

Concept 

Situation can be defined as social setting where 

different actors play different wei I defined roles such as 

dinner, restaurant, class room etc. Such situations can be 

formulated as: 

[[Actors], [Roles], [ 1-Acts], [D-cts], [E-Acts]] 

where, Actors = alI actors who are playing certain role in 

situation. 

Roles = role played in the situation e.g., 

dinner, there are two roles host and guest. 

in case of 

1-Acts = Situation indentifying acts which define 

entry-point to the situation and from there actual names can 

be equated to the roles in the situation. 

D-Acts =Situation dependency acts. Certain acts which 

are played exculsively by a particular role but they occur 

in between the situation. 

24 



E-Acts = Situation exit acts which tel I when a 

situation is over. 

[1-Acts] U [E-Acts] C [0-Acts] 
t 

[ 1-Acts] A [E-Acts] = 1 

Let us take an example to explain the situation 

concept: 

3-1) Mira invited Sita for dinner. 

Here Mira =host, Sita =guest, situation = dinner, 

invite = 1-Act. 

3-1. 1. 2 Application of 0-Acts In Pronoun-Disambiguation 

0-Acts tel I which roles are supposed to perform 

particular acts. Since actual name have already been equated 

to roles, hence pronouns = Roles = actual names. 

0-Acts along with action -~state or state -~ ~ction 

have advantage: 

i ) It removes rigid structure present in Schank's 

script concept. 

i i) Two 0-Acts act as intermediate source and goal and 

they are back tracked or heuristically approached 

using action-~ state relations to disambguate an 

ambiguous or deferred pronoun. 

25 



3-1.2 Situation Due to Interaction and Relation And 

State of Actors 

A situation is also represented by interaction between 

different actors (their states towards each other), their 

mental states and their relations to the objects around. 

3-1.2.1 State of An Actor 

Interactive state of an actor x is defined as a 3-

tuple: 

(chx, lxy, Mx) 

Where chx = characterstics of an actor. This includes 

his behavioural characterstics and physical characterstics. 

lxy = interaction state of actor x towards actor/object 

y. Generally this varies only when the actor involves in an 

act directly or indirectly with actor y. 

Mx = mental state of actor x. It is an event or an 

action variant but since an actor interacts with many actors 

or performs other acts, the change of mental state is more 

frequent than the interaction state. 

3-1.2.2 Interaction Between Actors 

Every actor interacts with other actor or environment 

in a more general sense than the restriction of script. An 
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act of an actor y causes change in interactive state (chx, 

lxy, Mx) of an actor x (object-who) directly of indirectly 

by either changing interaction-state lxy or Mx or both (see 

section 3-1.2.3). 

3-1.2.2.1 Direct Interaction 

When an actor y performs an act on the actor x, it 

changes his mental state, intetaction state or both. Once 

the state of the actor x is changed, it is followed by act 

performed by the actor x. The change of interactive states 

can be formulated as 

( 3-2) ( chx, I xy, Mx) (Act y .. ) ~ ( chx, I 'xy, M' x) 
or 

(chx, lxy, M"x) 

( chx, I" xy, Mx) 

(3-3) (chx, lxy, M"x) -~ (chx, lxy, M11 'x) 

(3-4) (chx, lxy, M11 x) --) Actx 

(3-5) (chx, I' xy, M'x) -+ Actx 

(3-6) (chx, lxy, Mx) (Acty) -t Actx 

(3-7) (chx, Mx) (Actx) -t (chx, X, M'x) 

Where X :} interaction with external 

is not required. 

(3-8) (chx, x, M'x) -.:r (Actx) 

(3-9) (chx, x, Mx) (Actx) -~ (Actx) 
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3.1.2.2.2 Indirect Interaction 

It might also happen that lxy is interaction state of x 

towards Y and lzx is interaction state of z towards x. If y 

performs an act on x, then its effect might be transmitted 

to z. Thus: 

3-1 0) (chx, I xy, Mx) (Acty) -) (chx, I' xy, M' x) in 

genera I. 

3-11 ) I (chx l•xy, M'x) A. (chz, lzx, Mz) ~ (chz,lzx,M'z) 

or (chz, l'zx,M'z) 

3-12) (chz, lzx, M'z) - (Actz) 

3-13) Ram was unhappy with Mohan. Shyam rebuked Mohan. 

He felt very happy. 

Here preferentially he =Ram. However in such cases 

there is always a clash between recency and indirect 

interaction. Here he =Ram and not Mohan because rebuking 

Mohan wi I I not make Mohan happy and by default it is assumed 

that Shyam has a normal interaction-state with Mohan. 

3- 1 . 2 . 2 . 3 S t r u c t u r a I Mode I f o r I n t e r a c t i on 

The complete causal structure of interactive-state and 

action can be represented by interactive states as nodes of 

the graph and actions as I inks between two nodes. There are 

relational I inks between actors which cause implicit change 
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in interactive state of actors. Sometimes an interactive 

state might 

interactive 

be transitory 

state. In 

and it may lead 

such cases I ink 

to another 

between two 

interactive states is delay-link (See Figure 3-1). 

The graph thus formed will have cycles in it if 

indefinite anticipation is allowed. Since it is not 

desirable, an upper I imit on anticipation depth is needed. 

3-1.3 Relations Between Actors and Reltion Between Objects 

Relations between actors play a major role in social 

setting in disambiguation of pronouns. Suppose Band C are 

mutually related to each other through some relation. Now A 

acts on B. The effect of action of A on B wi I I be 

transmitted to C. Let us discuss as example: 

3-14) Shyam hit Ram. Mohan was playing. He hit Shyam 

back. 

Here though by recency he= Mohan but if Mohan is 

brother of Ram then disambiguation of he =Mohan is further 

confirmed. Besides Shyam hitting Ram may also change 

interactive state or mental state of Mohan which might 

effect further scene analysis. 
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Similarly in disambiguation of relational pronouns or 

understanding the deep structure of actions (see Section 4-

6) relations between objects or relations between actor and 

object etc., are of great importance (See Section 2-3). They 

have been classified as follows: 

i) Structural relations 

i i) Proximity relations 

iii) Interactive relations 

iv) Attributional relations 

3.1.3.1 Structural Relations 

Structural relations are related to the structure of an 

object-, examples are <member-of), {part -of), <made-of) 

~consists-of) etc. [See Appendix 2]. 

Let us take an emample: 

(3-15) X part-of Y ~ X is part of Y. 

These relations do help in deep-structure analysis of 

an object and thus in disambiguation of the object. 

These relations have certain characterstics. If X is 

structurally related 

mutually transferable 

to y then the effect of x and y is 

though degree to which they are 

effected might be different. 
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3-1.3.2 Proximity Relations 

Ownership of physical object, possession of mental 

object, physical nearness, contained-in, placed-on are 

certain relations which show the proximity of one object to 

another object [for detai Is see Appendix 2]. These relations 

help in: 

i ) Disambiguation 

Section 2-2). 

of relational pronouns (See 

i i) Analysis of deep-structure of actions (See Section 

4-7). 

For example, A-Trans deals with ownership and 

possession. P-Trans deals with physical nearness. 

Thus analysing the act might lead to a change in 

relationship between actors or actors and object 

during discourse analysis. 

3-1.3.3 Interactive Relations 

By virtue of having certain social relations between 

actors which are bidirectional in the sense of bondage (I ike 

sibling relationships), actors get natural interactive 

states. 

If X ~--) Y then any state change in X wi I I cause a 

state change in Y and vice-versa. This helps in anticipating 

the interactive states of actors. 
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3-1.3.4 Attributional Relations 

These relations are due to association of certain 

attribute with a certain object. Once an object is related 

to the attribute, it acquires the characteristics of that 

attribute. e.g. 

3-16) The car is blue. 

Here car is related to colour 1 blue• thro.ugh an 

attributional relation and if blue colour shines then the 

car also shines after getting the attribute 1 blue•. 

be formulated as: 

3-17) (A(x) R Y)AChA(x) ~ chy 

where chx ~ characteristics of the entity x. 

3-1.3.5 Rules Guiding Relationships 

There are many relations which are transitive, 

part-of, consists-of, contained-in. Thus: 

It can 

I ike 

3-1 8) (X R Y) A (Y R Z) ~ X R Z,where R = relation. 

There are certain relations which are hierarchial in 

nature, as compared to other relations i.e., 

3-19) (X R Y) A (Y R1 Z) =) X R Z 
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Here, relation 'R' is hierarchial compared to 'R' •. 

There are certain relations whose inverse is wei I defined

(See Appendix 2) e.g., 

3-20) INV (X R Y) ~ Y( INV-R) X 

Use of these relational rules may give rise to new 

relations as the discourse progresses in addition to the 

explicit relations mentioned in the text. This helps in 

disambigution of pronouns and a better sentence perception. 

Let us take an example: 

3-21 ) (X owns Y) A (Z part-of Y) ~ X owns Z. 

3-l.q Situation by Association of Location, Time, Act, 

or Agent Object-Who 

A number of situations or sub-situations are associated 

with an agent, an object-who, an object-what, an instrument, 

a location or time, collectively or individually. This leads 

to certain situations and certain acts which are probable 

for a role in that situation. Let us take an example: 

3-22) Mohan was driving a car. 

Here, Mohan = Agent = Driver (Driver is a role) 

car = Object-who = driven-body. 
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These are stored in a knowledge-frame, invoked by the 

act 1 drive•. There are certain acts which are associated 

with 1 driver• and certain acts with 1 driven-body 1
• 

Similarly, there are situations invoked implicitly by 

the presence of certain acts. e.g. 

3-23) When Mohan entered the house, Ram was sitting on 

the dinning-table. 

•sitting on the 

explicitly indicate 

dinning-table•, though, 

anything but there is more 

does not 

I ikl ihood 

that Actor is already eating or is about to eat. So •eating• 

frame wi I I be invoked in anticipation. 

Similarly, 

preferentially 

there could be 

associated with 

a I is t 

certain 

of situations 

objects. These 

situations are cal led in the active mamory, in anticipation, 

once that object is encountered e.g., spoon is associated 

with eating. Thus presence of spoon wi II invoke the 

situation •eating• [5]. 

However, there can be more than one situation invoked 

by association and the next problem is the selection of a 

proper situation. 
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3-2. CLASSIFICATION OF ACTIONS 

The basic idea behind classification of actions is: 

i ) To understand the act-sense for pronoun 

disambiguation (see Section 2-1.2). 

ii) To find the synonymous action (or antonymous) by 

deep structure analysis of action for 

disambiguation of pronouns (see Section 2-1 .7). 

iii) Action should have a high level learning 

capability, e.g., if the system has knowledge of 

the structure of an act •give• then simply saying 

t h a t t he a c t • r e c e i v e • i s a n a n t on ym o f the a c t 

•give• should create the structure of the act 

• receive • . 

3-2.1 Structure of a Basic Act-class 

A basic act-class can be defined as a 3-tuple of (main 

functional attributes, Basic criteria, Essential functional 

attributes) main functional atribute = value holders in 

case-parsed approach e.g. 

what) . 

(Agent, object-who, act, object-

Basic criterion = that criterion which differentiates 

one type of basic act-class from the other and which is 

unique to a particular act-class. 
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Essential functional attributes = those value holders 

in the case-parsed approach which are essential in 

definition of a basic act-class e.g., in P-trans From-

location, To-location, direction form essential attributes 

(see Section 4-7). 

3.2.2 Structure of An Action 

In can be defined as a 4-tuple of the form (Basic 

action-class, essential criteria, Shades, functional-

attribute). 

Where, Basic action-class = one of the action-classes 

as defined by Schank. 

Essential criteria{: [Basic criteria] (See Appendix 4) 

Shade = Those criteria which give a particular act a 

distinct meaning inside that class e.g., in case of the act 

1 hurl 1 the basic shade is •very high force• while in case of 

the act push it is •very high force• while in case of the 

act • push 1 i t i s • norma I force 1 
• 

Functional attributes: These are set of value holders 

which are geneqral ly associated with a particular act. They 

often help in further refinement of action and thus help rn 

sentence perception. e.g. Act 1 drop 1 will have functional 

attribute as: 
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Time, From-location/To-location. 

Since they give alI the information required in action 

perception. Thus if there is a certain implicit information 

or missing information in a sentence associated with a 

particular act, it is fi lied in the proper slot when that 

information is avgai lable. 

3-3. TEMPORAL AND CAUSALITY ANALYSIS 

Temporal analysis is required in disambiguation by 

recency (See Section 2-1.3) and 2-4.2), preferential 

disambiguation (See section 2-4.1) and situation selection. 

Similarly in antecent consequent form or action -~ 

state and state -~action analysis for anticipation, 

causality analysis is required. 

3-3.1 Temporal Analysis 

While disambiguating the pronouns there can be more 

than one sub-situation or sub task which form a situation. 

Hence, to find out which situation or sub-situation is 

currently under consideration, temporal analysis of the 

situation has to be done {See Section 3-1 also). 
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Similarly to find out which actor is in focus, focus 

analysis of actors (as in case of recency) or focus analysis 

of attributional characterstics has to be done. 

Two types of temporal analysis has been attempted in 

this work. 

i) Focus of a Sub Situation 

In a certain situation there are many sub-situations 

which in themselves are hierarchical (tree structure) or 

paral lei disjoint graph (See Figure 3-2). In such a case, an 

actor may be playing more than one role. Normally if a 

situation is substitution to the main situation then focus

counts of sub-situation as wei I as parent are altered 

simultaneously when-ever sub-situation comes into focus (See 

Figure 3.2). 

ii) Focus-of Actors 

This is purely chronological in order. Focus of actors 

keeps on changing as the discourse moves. The I ist of most 

recent actors alongwith their characterstics is maintained 

for the disambiguation upto a certain time. 

3-3.2 Causality Analysis 

When an action is performed it affects the interactive 

state (See Section 3-1.2). The actor might perform some 
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other act, once there is a change in its interactive-state. 

This gives rise to cause-~ effect relationships. If the 

state or action can be anticipated by causality analysis, 

then the pronoun slot of current sentence can be fi I led in 

with the actor of the anticipated act provided anticipated 

action = current action. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

4.1 CRITERIA FOR DESIGN 

Given below are the design criteria 

(1) The capabi I ity of high level learning of words and 

acts in terms of other words and acts. 

( 2 ) Its knowledge base shoud be separate so that i t 

can be augmented later thus increasing its real 

world knowledege resulting i n better 

disambiguation power. 

(3) The sentences should be represented in such a term 

that they should be indicative of exact-role of a 

word in the sentence, e.g. 

(4-1) 1 Ram ran to the town• can be represented as 

((Agent Ram) (Act ran) (where-to town)). The 

second form is more indicative of the sentence

sense and roles played by different words. 

(4) The form in which sentences are represented should 

be suitable for simple question-answering (I ike 

locational, temporal, agent, object indicative 

questions) (see section 4-4). 
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4.2 DESIGN APPROACH 

Following approach has been attempted to implement the 

above design criteria (See Section 4-1). 

i) A case parsed system for sentence representation 

ii) Separation of Inference engine from the knowledge 

base 

iii) Representation of appropriate deep-structure for, 

actions (See Section 4-7). 

iv) Actor-Frame and event-frame representation 

alongwith recency-count for temporal and causality 

analysis. 

4.3 CASE PARSED APPROACH 

Case systems are more logical in structure and they 

have more information than traditional parser. 

Case Systems: 

e.g. 

Let us compare a traditional parse with a case-parse; 

4.2) Ram hit Shyam with a pi I low. 

A traditional parse wi I I be (See Figure 4-1) 

While a typical case-parse wi I I (see Figure 4-2). 
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A question •who hit Shyam? 1 is readily answerable in 

case-parse since exact meaning and purpose of each actor or 

object is clear. Further, deep-structure analysis is 

possible with the case parsed approach. Let us take another 

example; e.g. 

4.3) •sita shed tears for her broken dol 1, 1 can be 

parsed as : (See Figure 4-3). 

In the knowledge base, a relation 

relates tears with the eyes. Snce the act 

(contained-i~ 

• shed • has a 

functional attribute from-where-loc •eye• can fi I I the from

where-loc by deep-structure analysis of tears and Act 

• shed • . 

Design For the Case Parser 

Most important criteria for the case parser is: 

i) Case-value holders should have enough meaning 

embedded in them 

i i) It should be suited for simple question answering 

only by checking surface-structure. 

Let us take an example : 

4.4) Ram went to Mira•s house for dinner. 

dancing on a chair. 
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and 

Q where did Ram go 7 

A To Mira's house. 

Q Why did Ram go to Mira's house ? 

A For dinner 

Q Where was she dancing ? 

A On a chair. 

Now let us consider a typical case-parsed form : 

4-5) ((Act go) (Agent Ram) (loc-where-to Mira's 

H o u s e } (why- f o r d i n n e r } ) ( ( A g e n t M i r a } ( A c t d a n c e } 

(Loc-where-on chair)}}. 

There is 1:1 correspondence between mode of question 

value holders' in the 'case parsed form' • 

Therefore, where, why and when questions can be answered by 

simple pattern matching. Use of propositions in value

holders 

like 'to', '_on', etc., helps in: 

i } building back the natural 

answering the question. 

language form 

ii) helps in sentence-perception. 

4.3.2 List of Value holders in the case system 

Agent- one who instigates the event 
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Object-who - An animate object on which the effect 

of the action takes place. 

Object-what - An inanimate object on which the 

effect of the action takes place. 

Act- A particular action in the sentence. 

Instrument- Stimulus or the immediate cause of an 

event. 

Loc-where-on 

place. 

Location on which the action takes 

Loc-where-in - Location inside which an action takes 

place. 

Loc-where-to - Location where. 

Loc-where-from - Location from where the action 

starts. 

Why-for -purpose of the action. 

Time-when -Time when an action took place. 

Time-from- Time when an action started. 

Interaction-state- interaction, state of agent with 

respect to object 

Mental-state 

Time-to - Time when an action stopped 

Vehicle - Carrier of an object during transmission 

from loc-where-from to loc-where-to 

Manner -Qualifier of a verb. 
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Situation - Situation name associated with the 

sentence. 

q-q SEPERATION OF INFERENCE ENGINE FROM THE KNOWLEDGE 

BASE 

For a system having learning capability, it is 

desirable to have the inference engine invariant. Moreover 

only the knowledge-base should be augmented. This cal Is for 

a clear seperation of inference engine from the knowledge

base. 

Inference Engine 

Inference Engine basically consists of an 

algorithm which disambiguates the pronoun (See Appendix 1) 

by: 

i) Identifying the situation 

ii) Identifying the type of acts in the situation 

(1-Acts and D-Acts etc.). 

iii) Searching the anticipated acts for the causal 

relationships 

actors. 

between actions states and 

iv) Searching the deep-structure of actions to 

find relationships between previous action 

and the curent action or to find out the act-

sense. 
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v) Searching the relational characteristics of 

each actor and object for the disambiguation 

of relational pronouns. 

vi) Transfer of the effect of an action on a 

group, to each individual member in case of 

plural pronouns (See Section 2-3 and Section 

4-2-1). 

vii) 

vi i i ) 

Maintenance of a symbol-table for the 

maintenance of a dummy name (see section 4-

2 • 1 ) • 

Discourse flow-wise maintenance of event 

frame, keeping recent actors in focus. 

ix) Discourse flow-wise maintenance of actor

frame in which causality analysis of past 

is easy. 

x) 

Xi) 

Finding out new relations using 

governing old relation and newly 

relations in the discourse. 

rules 

added 

Finding out new anticipated actions and 

interactive states of each actor using 

production-rules, e.g. 

(interactive-state)A(Action) -~(Interactive

state) or (Interactive-state) -j Action. 
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q-q.2 Identifying the Situation 

A situation is identified by: 

i) Finding the value of case-system value 

holder'SITN' which represents a social setting 

(See Section 3-1 and 4-3). 

ii) Finding out the situation associated with act, 

o~ject-what, location, time. 

All the index-names (formed by act, object-what, 

location, time) alongwith associated situation names is 

placed in a situation-dictionary. The knowledge-base 

regarding these situations is kept in the disk. As soon as 

a new situation comes, it is matched in the dictionary I ist. 

If the situation-name is present in the dictionary, its 

knowledge-base is cal led from the disk. 

q-q.3 Formation of a New Situation From the Old 

A new more restricted situation may be formed sometimes 

when: 

i) Case structure of an act has a case value-holder 

slot which is fi I led later in the discourse. This 

might invoke a new situation altogether. 

take an example: 
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4-6) Ram invited Sita for dinner, when She reached the 

restaurant he ordered for salads. 

Here, initially the location of the invitation is not 

known. Therefore, only the situation 'dinner• is called but 

wh e n I o c a t i o n o f t he i n v i t a t i on i . e . •restaurant• appears, 

the new situation becomes 'dinner in a restaurant•. It is 

very different from the situation 'Dinner•. For example, 

host does not play the role of cook in the situation 'dinner 

in a restaurant• while in normal dinner he/she may do. 

ii) The current situation might be a substitution of 

previous situation and thus restrict it further. 

q-s. SYMBOL-TABLE 

A symbol-table which has one to one correspondence 

between a system defined dummy name and one of the following 

cases is created. 

i) The collective group which is used as a single 

entity while disambiguating plural pronouns by 

action~State and state-taction or by recency (see 

sections 2-3.1 and 3-1.2). 

i i) When a particular action is referred not by name 

---but by a typical attribute, e.g. 

4-7) Sita was going home. She met an old man. He gave 

her a chocolate., 
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Here, 

known. 

i i i ) 

• o I d rna n • i s an a c tor whose a c t u a I n arne i s no t 

In case of deferred disambiguation when a 

particular pronoun has not been disambiguated. A 

dummy name is allocated to the undisambiguated 

pronoun. This 'dummy• name is resolved by using 

D-Acts or action~ state or state~ action causality 

(see sections 2-3 and 3-1.2) and all the 

occurrances of dummy-name are replaced by actual 

name. The advantage is that after the allocation 

of dummy name, the referential pronoun becomes 

unique til I the time it is mapped to actual name 

of the actor. 

4-5.1 Design of symbol-table 

Symbol table is a stack of 

i) a unique dummy-name which indicates one of the 

~hree categories mentioned above. 

ii) description of the dummy name as used in the 

sentence. 

iii) Recency-count. 

(See section 5-8 for data-structure). 

recency-count is implicit as most recent dummy

names are appended to the top of the stack. 
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4-6. DESIGN OF THE KNOWLEDGE-BASE 

Knowledge-base consists of following categories: 

q-6.5.1 Production rules Governing Interactive-states and 

Action of an Actor 

(see Section 3-1.2) 

Depending upon an interactive-state of the actor x and 

action of actor Y, it might lead to new interactive states 

of x or Y or actions by X. This can be represented by a 

production-rule, L.H.S. of the rule represents current 

interactive state of X and action of the actor Y while RHS 

represents anticipated interactive states or actions. 

q-6.2 Rules for Relational Representation 

A I ist is associated with each class of object showing 

its relation with other objects, class of objects or 

attributes. Each relation is binary. It binds two entities 

(animate, inanimate, attribute etc.), e.g., 

R 
(4-8) (X R Y) = X--~ Y ~X is related toY through relation 

1 R1
• However, these relations have unique direction from X 

toY (See Appendix 2 also). 

4-6.2.1 Representation of Binary Relation 

Binary relations can be broadly categorised as: 
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R 
i) Unidirectional X---~ Y e.g. 

4-9) Wheel (is part-of) car 
R 

i i) bidirectional X ~~ Y e.g. 

Ram (p-relation) Shyam. 

However, for representation, bidirectional relations 

are broken into unidirectional relations: 

R R R 
(4-10) X(--~ Y = (X --~ Y)/\(Y --~X) 

Now each unidirectional relation is represented as a 

list (X R Y). 

4-6.3 Rules for Manipulation of Relational Rules 

These rules take two binary relations and form a third 

binary relation. They have been presented as production rule 

of the form: 

4-11) (Rl R2) -~ R3 

where, Rl => X R1 Y 

R2 :>Y R2 z 

R3 :} X R3 z 

if R1 = R2 = R3 then the relational-rule is transitive if R1 

= R3 then relational-rule R1 is hierarchial compared to R2 . 
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11-6.4 Frames Describing the Situation 

While Sections 4-2.1 and 4-2.2 are control structures 

of the knowledge-base, sections 4-2.3 and 4-2.4 describe 

the real world data. 

In frame description of a situation 1-Acts alongwith 

the essential attributes or 0-Acts alongwith the essential 

attributes, are kept. The frame is cal led into memory only 

when a particular situation is invoked (See Figure 4-4). 

11-7. DEEP STRUCTURE OF ACTIONS AND REAL WORLD OBJECT 

There are two types of deep-structure representations: 

11-7.1 Action Deep-Structure Representation 

A detailed discussion of deep-structure for two basic 

classes of actions, that has been implemented, follows here 

(See Section 3-2 also) 

4-7.1.1 Ptrans: The verbs associated with ptrans are move, 

p u s h , t h row , h u r I , p I a c e , keep , d r o p , fa I I , j u mp , g o a n d 

walk. 

Ptrans can be represented as: 

(Main functional attribute, (Location, Nearness, D_i..rection}, 

Essential functional attribute). 
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Main functional attribute are (Agent, object-who/object

what). 

Locaion is loc-where-from ~ loc-where-to. 

Direction E [towards, away, upwards, downwards] and it 

is preferentially associated with object-who/object-what. A 

number of directions can be described implicitly depending 

upon the characterstics of loc-where-from and loc-where-to

e.g. 

4-12) Ram pushed Mohan into the river. 

loc-where-from --~ loc-where-in --?river. 

Here, direction is downwards because river has 

characteristics of depth and depth is related to direction 

downwards. 

Shade - In ptrans each action wi I I have its own shades 

but a general shade is ¢Intensity of force•. 

4-7.1.2 Atrans: 

The verbs associated with Atrans are give, receive, 

'ake, donate, pay, buy etc. 

Atrans can be represented as: 

(main functional attribute, Basic, criteria,--essential 

functional attribute) 
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Main functional attribute is (Agent, object-who, Act, 

object-what) 

Basic criteria- relation-transfer governing ownership 

or possession of physical objects or mental objects (See 

Appendix 2). 

Essential functional attribute - NIL. 

Since a II actions have a sequential temporal 

connectedness, anything on left hand side of production-rule 

or precondition is implicitly before time of action and 

anything on right hand side or post condition is after time 

of action. 

An action in Atrans can be defined as: 

{Atrans, X,Y, Functional attribute) 

Where X~[Atrans relational directions] 

YE[shades related with Atrans actions]. 

Let us take an example: 

4-13) Action ¢give' can be defined as. 

(Atrans, Atrans-rel-1, shade-1, 

attributes) 

Where, 

Functional 

Atrans-rel-1 = (Agent phy-poss object-what) ~~ 

(object-who phy-poss object-what) 

or 
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Shade-l = NIL. 

(Agent men-poss object-what) -~ 

(object-who men-poss object-what) 

Functional attribute= Time, Joe-where. 

4-7.1.3 Antonym and synonym Detection 

There are two ways of detecting whether a particular 

~ction is antonym or synonym of previous action. 

4-7.1.3.1 Surface Structure 

AI I those actions which are synonymous are put together 

in one synonymous class. Each member of that class is mapped 

to a single representative act of that set. Antonym relation 

P.xists between these class representative acts 

4-7. 1 . 3. 2 Deep-Structure Detection of Synonymous and 

Antonymous Acts 

If there are two actions represented by: 

Act 1 : (x,y,z,w), Act 2 = (x',y',z',w') 

Where X or x• = basic act-class 

y or y' = essential criteria 

z or z' = Shades E. Shades in that class. 

w or w' = Functional attributes. 

If (x = x)A(y = y' )1\(z ¢ z'), that means that only it is 

difference of shade. In that case two actions are 
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synonymous. If (x = X 1 )A(y =inverse (y 1 ))1\ (z =F z•), then 

~wo actions are completely antonymous. 

If (x = x•)A(y = inverse (y 1 ))A(z # z•), 

are partially antonymous. 

then two actions 

The same concept helps in learning of action by: 

i) Defining an act as synonymous to already existing 

action and only supplying shades to the definition 

nf predefined act 

! i) Defining an act as antonym to already existing 

action and supplying basic criteria + shade to 

definition of pre-defined action 

iii) Defining an action as a sequence of other actions 

q-7.2 Representation of Real World Objects 

A real world object is represented by; 

i) Its relation with other real world objects or 

class of objects. 

i i) its attribute. 

iii) a static list showing inherent characterstics of 

an object-class. 

iv) a static-capabi I ity I ist with each o~iect-class 

showing what alI object-class can do. 
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v) a static-restriction I ist associated with each 

c.: I a s s show i n g wh a t a I I i t can no t do . 

q-8. TEMPORAL AND CAUSALITY ANALYSIS 

The basic assertions about temporal and causality 

analysis is: 

") Assertion 1: Every action or actor which occur in 

the scene is related with the scene and there is 

continuity of causality in text. 

: i ) Asserion 2: If an event E1 is described in the 

discourse after an event E2 then T1 {E1))T2 {E2), 

unless otherwise specified. 

These two assertions have led to concept of most 

recently used actor, situation, characterstic or relation. A 

focus-count is maintained to show recency. This focus-count 

keeps on getting decremented after each event unti I focus

count goes below a minimum value. 

4-8.1 Anticipated Action 

Most recent action in past or MRAP leads rise to a set 

~f anticipatory interactive-states and actions {through 

c a u s a I I i n k s ) . The b a s i c a s s e r t i o n a b o u t a n t i c i p a t-ed - a c t i s : 

Assertion 3: If one of the anticipated action matches 

with the current action and there is no conflict of actors-
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class in two actions then the actors of anticipated action = 

actors of current action. 

Based on this assertion a I ist of anticipated actions 

is maintained. These anticipated acts which are not used for 

a certain time are deleted. 

4-8.2 Dynamic Characterstics, Capabilities and 

Restriction Analysis 

With each object-class a static characterstic-1 ist is 

associated. This static characteristics I ist is copied in 

the dynamic- I ist. This dynamic characterstic-1 ist keeps on 

qrowing due to two reasons: 

i) n~w characterstics or attribute is added to the 

:nstance of that object-class which i s 

participating in the discourse. 

i i ) when a characteristic is brought out by deep-

structure analysis and it has been used recently. 

4-9. MAINTENANCE OF ACTORS/OBJECTS IN FOCUS 

Most recently used actors or objects are I ikely to be 

used again. Based on this assertion an actors-nam~-rfame is 

maintained. It consists of actual name of actors/Dummy names 

for collective reference and focus-count. This focus-count 
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is renewed to maximum value when an actor/object is 

referenced. With every action in which these actors/objects 

are not referenced, focus-count is decremented by one. After 

a certain minimum value of focus-count it is assumed that 

actor is not a candidate for disambiguation by recency 

unless the actor's actual name occurs in the discourse 

again. 

In case of collective pronouns the effect of the 

current act is transfered to alI the individual actors and 

focus-count of'al I of them is altered simultaneously. 

q-10. INPUT AND OUTPUT STRUCTURES 

nstead of natural language form the input was accepted 

at an intermediate stage i.e., case-form output. Let us 

consider an example: 

4-14} Ram went to Sita•s house She served him dinner. 

Input form for this sentence wi I I be: 

(((Agent Ram) (Act go) (Joe-where-to Sita•s House)) 

f(Agent she) (Act serve) (object-who him) (object

what dinner))). 

'"-- -·· 

After the disambiguation 'she' wi I I be replaced by 

'SITA' and 'him' wi I I be replaced by 'Ram•. Thus output form 

wi I I be: 
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( {Agent Ram} (Act go} (Loc-where-to sita•s House} 

'(Agent sita} (Act serve} (obiect-who Ram) 

~object-what dinner}}}. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DATA STRUCTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter discusses most of the important data 

structure used in the implementation. 

S-1 DATA STRUCTURE FOR ACTION ~ STATE and STATE ~ACTION 

RULES (See Section 3-1 .2) 

(S-1) 

(5-2) 

(((Chx-value, interaction-state -value, xy 

mental-state 
X 

- value) 

interaction-state• -value, xy 

value)) represents. 

Interactive 

state• • 
X 

(act ))(ch -value, y X 

mental-state• 
X 

-~Interactive-

(((ch -value, 
X 

interaction-state -value, xy 

Mental-State -value) 
X 

(Mental-state -
y 

value))(ch -value, interaction-state• -value, 
X X 

mental-state• -value) represents: 
X 

I n t e r a c t i v e - s t a t e 1\ Me n t a I - s t a t e - -) 
xy y 

interactive - state• 
X 

(((Ch -value, 
X 

interaction-state - value, xz 

mental-state• -value) 
X 

interaction-state -value, yz 

value) (x p-relation 
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(5-4) 

(5-5) 

5-2. DATA 

fSee 

(5-6) 

5-3. DATA 

(See 

(5-7) 

(5-8) 

interaction-state' -value, mental-state' -
XZ X 

value)) 

((ch -value, 
X 

interaction-state -value, xy 

men t a 1- s t a t e ' - v a I u e ) ( a c t ) ) rep res en t s : 
X y 

Interactive-state ~Act xy x 

((ch -value, x, mental-state -value) (Act )) 
X X X 

STRUCTURE FOR RULES GOVERNING RELATIONS 

Section 4-6.3) 

(Rel-1 Re1-2) Rel-3 for binary operation. I t 

represents . . 

(X Rel-1 Y) 1\ (Y Rei-2Z) ~ (X Rel-3z) 

STRUCTURE FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT 

Section 4-1 0) 

Input sentence - ((Agent value)(Object-who 

"lbject-what value) (Act value) ... ) 

Output sentence- ((Agent value) (Object-who 

object-what value) 

5-4. STRUCTURE FOR DISCOURSE ANALYSIS 

(See Section 3-3, 4-8 & Appendix) 

(5-9) Anticipation List : 

(((SITN situation-name)((Act detai Is 

list) ... )) ... ) 
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5.4.1 

(5-10) 

(5-11) 

(5-12) 

5-13) 

(5-14) 

Actor-Frame List: 

((Actor actor-name) (Act details) ... ) 

Ro I e L i s t -1 : 

((Sitn situation name) ((Role-name Actual

n arne) ... ) ) ...• ) 

This data structure helps in mapping role

name to the actual-name, while dis

embiguating the pronouns. 

Actor-Role List : 

((Actor•s actual name/dummy name ((Sitn-name 

· o I e-n arne ) ... ) ) .... ) 

Actor-Focus-List : 

((Actor-name Actor-focus-count) ••. ) 

Event-Frame List : 

((Disambiguated-sentence list) ..•• ) 

The order of appending disambiguated sentence is last 

'n first out because it is more likely that most recent 

event be referenced first. 

DATA Structure for Situation Analysis During the 

Discourse 

( S e e S e c t i o n s 3 - 3 , 4 - 4 . 2 , 4 - 6 . 4 & A p p e n d i.-:lti ) 

r5-15) Situation List 

f(Sitn Focus-Count) ... ) 
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5-16) Situation Hierarchial Structure 

It is a forest in which each group of situations and 

substitutions form a tree and there are more than one 

qroups 

r------- r------ r-~ 
I I I 

: S I TN-NAME r;;, S I TN-NAME ,..,...-:11 X 1 /,.. t--- - --- : // I_ -....J .,...._._ -----
/ / 

-~ I , ... 
I PARENT 

I 
I I 
-l- - ---- _J 

PARENT 

I .,...__ -- - - ..1 

1--..., r------- ~ l- --- - -r 1 ' 
I S I TN-NAME 1 .::f. S I TN-NAME 1 ..... ~I X : 
I I .r _,. ,.. 7fl l / / !- - ..J 

r- - - - -- -I ,.., ' -+ - - - - - -~-/ 
1 r/,. /I r 
1 PARENT ( 

1
1 PARENT I 

I I I I 
I I 
1-- ----- I 
I I 
1 SITN-NAME f 1 
I I I 
r- ------1 / 

PARENT 

I 

L_ 

( 
I 

I 
I 

_J 

I I L ____ --
1 '. 
I S I TN-NAME I 
I I 
L---- ._I_ 

Figure 5-1 
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5. 1 7) Situational Action Frame 

~-------, ~------r 

I SITN-NAME I _...........::,!Act 1 '-+((Act action value) 
t---- -- _J ,.,. J--__, __ ..J (List of essential 
I 1-ACTs ,,......- J Act 2 I properties & their 

I '--- -- __ 
1 1 ____ --t va I ues)) 

: D-ACTS J_ I I 
'---- l' I I 
1 Roles --~ \ ~---- --r 
I ,-----. :- '-~rl Act 1 ~-!>((Act action value) 

I I ---,(List of essential 
Act 2 1 properties with I J_ ___ _ +-----1 theirvaluesand 

----)(Role names) I proper roles)) 
I I 

'--

'5-18) 

r5-19) 

5-2.2 

5-20) 

.l_ ____ _J 

Figure 5-2 

All-situation List 

(SITN-NAME ..•.. ) 

New-Situation I ist 

((Situation name Parent-situation) .... ) 

Dynamic List ~Actors/Objects 

(See Section 4-8 & Appendix 1) 

Dynaml£ Relation-List of Actors/ Instance of 

Objects 

((Actor actor-name) (relation name object 

e I at ed to ) ... ) ) .... ) 

This structure helps in applying the relational-rules 

to relations and forming new relations. Each time a 
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5-11.3 

5-4.4 

relation is added, it is added on the top of the list. 

This cuts down the search time. 

Data Structure of Dynamic Capability List 

(See Section 4-8 & Appendix 1) 

(5-21) ((Actor actor-name) (capability list) 

Data Structure of Restriction List 

It is similar to (5-21) 

5-S. DEEP-STRUCTURE DATA STRUCTURES 

5-5. 1 

5-5.2 

Act Deep-Structure List 

(See Section 4-7) 

See Figure 5-1. 

Data Structure for Synonyms And Antonyms 

(5-23) Act-Synonym Data Structure 

I r--- -- -1 
I I 
I Action name I 
1--- ----, 
I SYN , , ',. 1-- _____ j 

1 I 
I 

I 
L_--- - -l 
I 

_ ~ name of c I ass 
,.... - representative 

Synonymous act 

Figure 5-3 
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(5-6) 

{5-24) Act-Antonym Data Structure 
I ,------i r-------, 

I Class rep. I :Class rep. I 
1 act i on n arne 1~ -. / ..:t a c t i on n arne ( 
I I -... / I ( 
r------ -r / /' Lr._ - -~--t 
I Antonym 

1 
_ _.. '--I Antonym I 

I ( I 
1-------~ '---- -, 
1 I l 
I f 
L--- _L 

Figure 5-11 

I 

L_--

' I 
_J_ 

both the actions represent their synonymous class 

and their antonyms refer to each other. 

Symbol Table Data-Structure 

(See Section 4-5) 

(5-25) ((Dummy name (LIST of names/attributed 

description) (undisambiguated 

oronoun)) ... ) 

Here, structure of symbol table is time variant and 

changes with discourse. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6-1. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTATION 

With this system design experiments have been conducted 

to test disambiguation of singular personal pronoun (he, 

she, her, him) alongwith situation representation, temporal 

analysis and causality analysis using interactive states. 

The results have been very encouraging. 

Given below are two examples with test runs which have 

been disambiguated. The experimental knowledge-base was 

created for the situation 1 Dinner• (See Appendix 6). 

6-1) Sita invited Mira for dinner. She thanked her for 

invitation. Sita was happy. She offered her a 

dish. She praised the dish. This can be written in 

case-parsed form as: 

(((ACT invite) (Agent Sita) (Object-who Mira) 

(Why-for dinner) (SITN dinner))((Act thank) (Agent 

she) (object-who her) (why-for invitation)) 

((mental state happy)(Agent Sita))((Act offer) 

(Agent she) (Object-what dish))((Act praise)(Agent 

Mira) (object-what dish))) 
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In the first sentence, situation 'dinner' i s 

encountered. Hence situation frame of the situation 'dinner' 

is invoked (see Appendix 6). Now act 'invite for dinner' is 

an 1-act and host invites guest for dinner. Hence host = 

Sita and role guest =Mira. Now using causality if actor x 

invites actor y then actor y thanks actor x, i.e., 

( ? X i n v i t e ? Y ) ->' ( ? Y t h a n k ? X ) ; A c t i o n 7 A c t i o n • 

Hence Mira thanks Sita. Therefore she =Mira and her = 

Sita. Since there are no pronouns in the next sentence, only 

the count of most recent actor is changed. Then the act 

offer dish' is a 0-Act and host offers dish to guest. Since 

host= Sita and guest =Mira (from 1-Act). Therefore, she= 

host = Sita, her = guest =Mira. 

Hence the test output in the case parsed form is as 

f o I I ows: 

(((Act invite)(Agent Sita)(obect-who Mira)(why for dinner) 

(Sita dinner))((Act thank) (Agent Mira) (object-who Sita) 

(why-for invitation)((mental-state happy)(Agent Sita)) ((Act 

offer)(Agent Sita)(object-what dish))((Act praise) (Agent 

Mira)(object-what dish))). 

Let us take another example showing surface structure 

disambiguation. 
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6-2) Sita invited Mohan for dinner. She decorated the 

house. She prepared 'kheer' for Mohan. He was 

overjoyed. He finished the bowl in one gulp. 

This can be written in case parsed form as: 

(((Act invite) (Agent Sita) (object-who Mohan) 

(why-for dinner)(SITN dinner))((Act decorate) 

(Agent She) (object-what house)) ((Act prepare) 

(object-what kheer) (object-who Mohan)) ((mental

state overjoyed) (Agent he)) ((Act finish) (Agent 

he)(object-what bowl) (manner in-one-gulp))) 

In the first sentence, situation dinner is encountered. 

Hence situation-frame of the situation 'dinner' is invoked 

(see Appendix 6 for situation-frame). Now act 'invite for 

dinner' is an 1-Act and host invites guest for dinner. Hence 

role host= Sita and role guest = Mohan. Since both the 

actors belong to different classes (Sita is female while 

Mohan is male) hence pronoun disambiguation requires only 

surface level analysis. Everywhere in the text she/her is 

equated to 'Sita' as Sita is the only female actor. 

Similarly He/him = Mohan as Mohan is the only male actor. 

Causality analysis or temporal analysis wi I I lead to same 

result and it is required for understanding but as far as 

oronoun disambiguation is concerned, it is not necessary. 
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The output form wi I I be: 

(((Act invite) (Agent Sita) (object-who Mohan) (why-for 

dinner){SITN dinner)) (Act decorate)(Agent Sita)(object-who 

house))(Act prepare)(object-what kheer) (object-who 

Mohan))((mental-state overjoyed)(Agent Mohan))((Act finish) 

(Agent Mohan){object-what bowl){manner in-one-gulp))). 

These two examples show that the concept used in the 

design is robust. 

6-2. SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK 

i) Theme understanding and coherence relation has not 

been tried. The whole approach of coherence 

relations give another way of disambiguating 

pronouns. [14]. 

i i ) Use of • it' as temporal 

pronouns like 'you• 

anaphora, 

• 1 •, • we • 

conversational 

• your • , 'my•, 

'mine•, 'us• etc. has not been tried, but they can 

also be thought on similar lines and 

disambiguated. 

iii) To have complete sentence understanding, complete 

disambiguation of word-sense is required. Some 

formal work has to be done on word-sense 
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disambiguation. It can be integrated to the 

current work for an NLU system. 

iv) Learning capability of the system is still in very 

orimitive state. It has to be enhanced further so 

that any concept or word can be understood at a 

natural language level using predefined concept or 

word. 

6-3. APPLICATION OF PRONOUN DISAMBIGUATION IN MECHANICAL 

TRANSLATION OF NATURAL LANGUAGE 

!n mechanical translation of natural 

~ypes of disambiguations may be required: 

languages, three 

e g 

i) Word sense disambiguation 

i i) Pronoun disambiguation 

iii) Structural disambiguation 

Let us consider an example to el laborate the point, 

G-3) He went to bank to get the money 

6-4) He went to bank to get some river water. 

Here two meanings of bank are different and the 

word sense was disambiguated by •to get the money• 

and to get some river water•. Puroose is 
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differentiated because of presence of words 

money• and 'river-water•. 

Now let us take an example for pronoun disambiguation, 

e.g., 

6-5) He gave him his pen. 

It can be translatd in Hindi as: 

6-6) USNE USKO APNI KALAM DE Dl. 

or 

USNE USKO USKI KALAM DE Dl. 

Clearly pronoun disambiguation is required for natural 

language translation. Hence, to have a natural language 

translator following blocks are required (see Figure 6-2). 

6-4. CONCLUSION 

The dissertation presents design of a system for 

disambiguation of singular personal pronoun, relational 

oronoun and plural pronouns using real world knowledge. 

The implementation and experimentation for singular 

personal pronouns (he, she, him, her) alongwith situation 

representation, temporal analysis and causality analysis 

alongwith interactive states has shown encouraging results. 

The detai Is of which are presented in Appendices 5, and 6. 
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The idea of real world knowledge looks essential for pronoun 

disambiguation. Since the natural language is a description 

of real world, disambiguation of pronoun can not be entirely 

I inguistic. The whole approach has to be Psycho! inguistic. 
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APPENDIX 1 

ALGORITHM FOR DISAMBIGUATION 

(1) Create the knowledge-base 

(2) Get a sentence 

(3) Find out the objects in the sentence and get their 

knowledge frame 

(4) Take the act and find its functional-List, get its 

action semantics and find out its situational-set 

(5) If the action semantics is not found or functional I ist 

is not found then 

(6) Learn the new act i.e. request for action-semantics and 

functional I ist 

(7) Else if there is situational word then 

( 8 ) G e t t h a t s i t u a t i on a I de t a i I s i . e . , prod u c t i on s y s t em 

etc. 

( 9) If the Act-location-time-(object-what}/(object-who) 

associated with a situational frame, then 

(10) Get that situation alongwith roles. 

i s 

(11) From the situations which have been brought about find 

if there is a situation formed by congruence of two or 

mo r e s i t u a t i on s , i f y e s , t he n 

(12) Delete the individual 

situations. 

situations and rephrase the 
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(13) If the sentence is the first sentence in a situation 

(this can be found by having a marker with each 

situation) then 

( 1 4) I f there i s a conjuctive form then 

( 1 5) Search it i n the symbol table i f found then 

( 1 6) Find out its dummy name and replace i t i n the sentence 

( 1 7) Update the entry in the symbol table 

( 1 8) else 

( 1 9) Give i t a dummy name 

( 2 0) Enter the dummy name in the temporary I i st. 

( 2 1 ) I f it does not have any pronoun then 

( 2 2) Take the role-name from the 1-act 

(23) Equate the role-name with actor's actual-name/role in 

other situation (because one situation's role-name is 

treated as nae in other situation/relational object.) 

(24) Else if~there are pronouns in the current sentence then 

25) If it is first sentence of current-situation but it 

other than first situation of parent situation then 

(26) Disambiguate the sentence as in other situation. 

(27) Replace the role-name with actual actor's name 

(28) Put the I ink between parent and son situation 

(29) Else if it is not the first sentence then 

i s 

(30) If it matches with D-Act of the current situation then 

( 31) If ro I e-name is given then 
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(48) Find out from the anticipation-list which situation and 

which most-recent-object has got that state 

(49) Find out from the anticipation-act of that situation, 

other actors'/objects• name. 

(50) I f the current sentence has an act which is in the 

ant i c i pat i on- I i s t then 

(51 ) If the dummy name i s i n symbol table then 

(52) Search the dummy name and replace i t 

( 5 3 ) Replace the pronouns with actor's actual name 

(54) Update the current situation count to make i t most 

recent. 

( 5 5 ) E I s e i f the c u r r en t a c t i s synonym o f the I a s t a c t then 

(56) Replace the pronouns of the current act by actual-name 

of actors by matching the case-value-holders 

(57) Else i f the current current act is antonym of the last 

act then 

( 5 8 ) Find out the basic criteria of the last act 

(59) Match the variables in basic criteria to equate 

variables to actual-actors• name in the last act. 

(60) Replace the variable on right hand side of production 

rule of basic criteria by actual user's name 

(61) Replace the pronouns in the current sentence by actual 

actors • name 

(62) If still there are pronouns left then 

(63) If there is a single 'it' then 
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(64) Replace 'it' by last-action name of the most recent 

situation 

(65) If there is a plural pronoun then 

(66) If there is a most-recednt conjuctive form in the 

symbol-table then 

(67) Replace plural pronoun by that most-recent conjuctive 

form 

(68) Else if there is a single plural pronoun then 

(69) Replace the plural pronoun by actors' recent collective 

qroup 

(70) If there is a personal singular pronoun then 

(71) Replace it by most recent actor 

(72) Renew the situation I ist. Put most recent count with 

current one 

(73) Renew the actor-list in the situations 

(74) Put the dummy names from temporary list to symbol table 

<1nd current act 

(75) Find out the anticipation- I ist from the current-act 

(76) Update the most recently used role-names 

(77) Find out new relation which can be caused by use of old 

relations of the actors using relation manipulation 

:·u I e s 

(78) Update the symbol table 

(79) If it was the first sentence of the situation then 

(80) Equate the role-name with actual user name 
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( 8 1 ) U pd a t e the a c t i on - I i s t 

(82) Update the object-name-( ist 

(83) Update the most recently used object 

(84) If there is any physical state which restricts certain 

characteristics of the object then 

(85) Put it in the restriction list of the object 

(86) If the exit-act of the situation is encountered then 

(87) Remove that situation from the situation-( ist 

(88) If an actor's focus-count has gone below a minimum 

level then 

(89) Delete it. 
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APPENDIX 2 

LIST OF RELATIONS 

i) Structural Relations 

(a) Part-of 

(b) Consists-of 

(c) Member-of 

(d) Made-of 

i i) Proximity Relations 

(a) Phy-poss - possession of physical objects 

(b) Men-poss - possession of mental objects 

(c) Phy-own - ownership of physical objects 

(d) Men-own - ownership of mental objects 

(e) Contained-in - spatial containment of one 

object in another 

(f) Placed-on 

(g) Placed-in 

(h) N+ -relation - showing nearness of the object 

x and y 

(i) N -relation-shows distance between x andy 

(j) Pseudo-poss -possession is not there but 

actor is effected as if he possessed the 

object. 
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iii) Interactive Relations 

i v) 

(a) P-relations - personal 

interactive relationship 

(b) !-relation - impersonal 

interactive relationship 

Attributional Relations 

A-relation - attributional realtion. 
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APPENDIX 3 

RULES FOR MANIPULATION OF RELATIONS 

i) (?X contained-in ?Y) (?Y contained-in ?Z) ~ (?X 

contained-in ?Z) 

i i ) (?X contained-in ?Y) (?Y part-of ?Z) ~ (?X 

contained-in ?Z) 

iii) (?X part-of ?Y) (?Y part-of ?Z) = (?X part-of ?Z) 

iv) (?X phy-poss ?Y) (?Y lnv (part-of) ?Z) = (?X phy

poss ?Z) 

v) (?X phy-poss ?Y) (?Y lnv (part-of) ?Z) = (?x phy

poss ?Z) 

vi) (?X phy-own ?Y) (?Y lnv(contained-in) ?Z) = (?X 

phy-own ?Z) 

vii) (?X phy-own ?Y) (?Y lnv(part-of) ?Z) = (?X phy

own ?Z) 

vi i i ) (?X p-relation ?Y) (?Y p-relation ?Z) = (?X p-

relation ?Z) 

ix) (?X lnv(contained-in) ?Y) = (?Y contained-in ?X) 

x) (?X lnv(part-of) ?Y) = (?Y part-of ?X) 

xi) (?X lnv(p-relation) ?Y) = (?Y p-relation ?X) 

xi i) (?X member-of ?Y) (?Y member-of ?Z) = (?X member

of ?Z) 

Xi i i ) (?X made-of ?Y) (?Y made-of ?Z) = (?X made-of ?Z) 
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APPENDIX 4 

i) Basic criteria in Atrans 

(a) Atrans - 0-1 = <Agent phy-poss object-what> 7 

(object-who phy-poss object-what) 

or 

(Agent phy-own object-what> -> 
(object-who phy-own object-what)-

or 

(Agent ment-poss object-what>~ 

<object-who men-poss object-wha~ 

(b) Atrans - 0-2 - It is reverse of Atrans 0-1 i.e., 

right hand side has become left 

hand side and vice-versa. 

ii) Ptrans Basic-Criterion (N-relation) 

(a) ptrans Rel-1 = (Agent N+-re• b1 ion object-

who/object-what) 7 (Agent N-

relation object-who/object-what) 

(b) ptrans-Rel-2 = (Agent N - relation object-

who/object-what) ~ (Agent 
+ 

relation object-who/object-what) 

(c) ptrans-Rel-3 = (Agent N° - relation object

who/object-what) -> (Agent N° 

relation object-who/object-what) 
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(d) ptrans-rel-4 = (Agent - relation object-

who/object-what) 7 (Agent 

relation object-who/object-what) 

(e) Ptrans-rel-5 = (Agent N° - relation object-

who/object-what) ~ (Agent N 

relation object-what/object-who) 

(f) Ptrans-rel-6 = (Agent phy-poss object-

what/object-who) ~(Agent N° 

relation object-what/object-who) 

(g) Ptrans-rel-7 = (Agent phy-poss object-who/object-

what) ~ (Agent N - relation 

object-who/object-what) 
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i: 
2: iDE $$VERB-VAL iiLi $AI 
3~ iii THIS fil~CTIGM fiNDS OUT THE VMlilE 
4: Of A VALUE HOLDER 
5: FGRKAT = iiVAlilE-HGLDER VAlUEil iiii 
6: iCOHD £<NULL fl1l HILl 
1: fiEG $A iCAAR $llll iCADHR $l1ll 

fT \$$VERB-VAL iCDR $l1i $Allil 
9: 

li: iDE FIND-ACT-FUNCTION iilll 
11: (Hi TliiS ~ATCHES THE ACTION'S Fi.IHCTiilMAl 
12: LIST Hl DECIDE WORD-SENSE OR FOR NATURAL 

APPENDIX 5 
PRUGRr\M 

13: LANGUAGE LEARniMS CURRENTLY NOT USED iiil 
14: iCOMD fiEG i6REATEST iHUnBER i$$NEAR-KATCH ill MIL 'FUNC 
15: i$U$UVERB-VAL $li 'ACiill IHU iT TlilH 
16: 
17: iDE $$IS-SIT-PRESENT i$lil 
iS: ifii THIS FIHOS OUT WHETHER SITUATIGH IS PRESENT iii) 
19: iCOND fiEQ i$$VERB-VAL ill 'SITl Hill Mill 
2i: 
21: 

n m> 

22: iDE $$S1H i$Al i6ET $A 'S1Hll 
23: (iii THIS GETS THE S1HOMYK USED iN THE 
2•: KNf~LED6E-BASE FOR EwUAL SEHSE llil 
25: 
2b: iDE $$IS-D-ACT iiliJ 
27: iCGHD CiUUll iGET CUR-ACT '0-ACTli HIL1 
2B: £T llll 
29: \iii THIS FINDS OUT WHETHER Cl~REUT ACT IS D-ACT OR HOT lii) 
3fi: 
31: iDE $$IS-I-ACT iilll 
32: iCGND £\NULL iGET CUR-ACT 'i-ACTii Hill 
33: fT TJj j 

34: \iff THIS FINDS OUT WHETHER CURRENT ACT IS I-ACT DR HOT iii) 

36: iDE $$ELEKEHT i$A $Lli 
37: iCOHD fiHUll iCAR $lill Nil1 
.)~: f iHl $1\ \CAR -!lil i TJ 
39: (I i$$ELEfl£HT $A \CDR -!liliJii 
4~: \iii THIS TESTS WHETHER AM ATOM IS PART Of A liST ffil 
41: 
42: iDE $$DIS \CUR-TEXT *EW-TEXTJ 
43: iPRuG iCilR-SENT CUR-ACT CUR-SIT WEW-SENT D-SEHT 
44: ROLE-LIST ROlE-iD ACTOR-FRHHE K-SENT 
45: 
46: 
47: 
46: 

IHT-SEHT fOCUS-liST KAl-FG~US-ACTOR All-ACTOR 
ACTOR-LIST Cl~-SYK ACT-WO CUR-RC1-REF EHT-*U 
TEKP-LIST DUKnY AUTICiPATIGH-liSTi 
iSETQ CUR-SENT iCAR CUR-1EXTil 
iSETw HEW-SEHI ~ill 
iSETQ b-SENT ~Ill 



51: 
5'). 

L• 

5~: 

55: 
5f.: 

56: 
59: 
65: 
t.l: 

63: 
64: 
65: 
bb: 
:..-:. •. ,. 
6S: 

75: 
71: 
72: 
73: 

iSETQ MulE-LIST Uili 
iSETQ fiul£-Iu niL! 
iSETw HCTGR-FRAKE Hili 
iSETQ K-SEHT NIL! 
iSETQ IHT-SENT NIL! 
iSETw FG~US-LIST HILi 
iSETil KAX-FOCUS-ACTOg Hili 
iSETQ ALL-ACTOR Hili 
iSETG ACTOR-LIST ~Ill 
iSHil ACT -NO 6) 
iSETO AUR-ACT-REF Hili 
iSETG TEKP-LIST Hill 
iSETQ llUK!H' Mill 
iSETG RECENT-ACTION Hill 
iSETQ ANTICIPATION-LIST Hill 
iSETil CUR-SENT \CAR CUR-TEXTli 
iS£TQ CUR-ACT iCAR i$SR£K-Nil NIL 

iAPPEHO iliST i$$V£RB-vAL CUR-BENT 
'ACTll \liST it$V£RB-VAL CUR-SENT 
'STATEH l i i l 

iS£Til ERASE-COUHT-1 31 
iSETG ERAs£-coUfiT-2 3l 
iSETil CUR-SIT i$$V£RB-VAL CUR-SENT 'SITll 

7~: \iii THIS PROGRAM TRIES TO OiSKKBIGUATE THE OCCURAHCE OF 
75: PROHGUNS li~E iHE SHE HIM HER HERSELF HIMSELF!. HOWEvfR 
7b: CURRENTLY INTERDEPEHDEUCIES OH \HIS POSS-HERI HAS NOT 
77: BEEN TA~EN iNTO ACCOlWT till 
76: i$$DISAKSI6-ANAPHGRA CUR-TEXT 'iSH£ HER HE HISJ 
79: 'R_ACT_S 'R_STATE_S 'R_STATE_A 'R_ACT_A 
Si: NIL . iHE HHiSELF SHE HERSElf) 
61: 'iASEMT OBJECT_KHO POSSESORilll 
ii2: 
£3: lvE $$DIS~nBIG AMAPHORA 
54: iCUR-TEXT PROUOUU-LIST 
£5: R_ACT_S R_STATE_S R_STATE_A R_ACT_A ii-TEXT PR-LIST-1 
S6~ ACT-ROLEl 
67: iPRil6 HIL 
SS: iPRiiiT CIMHHTi 
89: LOOP1 \SETQ Cl~-SEHT iCAR CUR-TEXTil 
95: iSETw HEW-SEHT CUR-SENTi 

94: 
95: 
%~ 

lfJ: 

\SET~ CUR-ACT iCHR i$$REK-NIL NIL 
iAPPEND iliST i$$V£RB-VAL CUR-SEnT 'ACTll 

iliST ittVERB-VAL CUR-SENT 'STATEllllll 
iSETQ CUR-TEXT iCDR CUR-TEXT)i 
i5£Tg ACT-NO i$$FIMD-ACT-Fl~CTION CUR-SENTll 
iCO~D t\Ew ACT-MO iiiPRINT 'N£~-ACT-STRUCTUREJJ 

£T ISETQ CUR-ACT-REF ittA-IKP iAPPEND 
iliSi CUR-ACTi ACT-HulllJl 

iCOND (iANll £$$IS-SiT-PRESENT CUR-5EUTJ£$$IS-i-ACT CUR-SEHT3l 
ittDISAKBIGUATE-iiJ£i$$IS-D-ACT CUR-SENTi 



lSi: litDISAKBiGUATE-2iJ 
li2: [T i$$DiSAMBIGUATE-3ili 
153: i$$FORK-AHT-liST R_ACT_S R_STATE_S R_STATE_A R_ACT_A 
164: 1 i 6 6 Nil HEW-SENTi 
165: iSETQ ANTICIPATiON-liST i$$RE"-Hll NIL i$iREP-All-FOCUS 
166: ARTICiPATiUN-liST Nilill 
li/: iSETQ All-ACTOR i$$GET-ACTGR HEW-SENT Nilii 
166: iSETQ TEMP-liST All-ACTOR! 
Hill: LOOP iSET \IIHERN iCAR TEKP-liSTli IHU 
11i: iSETQ TEtlP-UST iCOO TH!P-liSTl i 
111: iCOHD £\HULL TEKP-LISTi Nlll 
112: lT i60 lOOPi ll 
1i3: i$$CREAT£-ACTOR-FRAME All-ACTOR NEW-SENTi 
114: iSETQ ACTOR-FRAME \$$APP-All-ACTORS Rll-RCTGR ACTGR-FRRKE Hilil 
115: iSETQ ACTOR-liST \$$EXTRACT-ACTORS iCDR ACTOR-fRAflEl Nllll 
116: iSETQ FGCuS-LIST i$$CHRN6E-FCCUS FOCUS-LIST RLL-ACTGR 
.117: ACTOR-LIST IHU l 
liS: iSETQ ANTICIPATION-LIST i$~q£fl-NIL NIL i$$DEL-ALL-PAST 
119: CUR-ACT AMTICIPATIOH-llST Niliil 
126: iSETQ D-TEXT \APPEND D-TEXT illST NEW-SENTiil 
121: iCOND £\MUll CUR-TEXTi \PRINT D-TEXTll 
122: £T \&3 Ul6P1i Jll} 
123: 
124: iDE $$GREATEST i$lll 
125: iCOND [iNUll $lli MILl 
126: 
127: 

£T i$$6REAT-1 $l1 SlJll 

12B: iDE $$GREAT-I i$L1 $Al 
129: iCOND £i£u \CAR $l1l Hili $Al 
i35: fiSREATERP iCAR $Lll $Ali$$6REAT-i iCDR $Lll 
131: iCAR -$Ulll 
132~ fT i$$SREAT-1 iCDR $lll $Allil 
133: 
134: iDE $$ADD-NOt i$Al 
135: iCON6 £T i$iA-lMP \APPEnD iLIST iCAR i$$A-EXP iAii) 
136: iliST iPli.iS 1 
137: iCOHD fiEQ iCOR iREVERSE i$$A-EXP $Ali) Will 01 
!3B: fT iCiiR \REVERSE i$$A-nr $Al ll Jil ill 3il 
i39: 
1~5: iDE $$MUKSER iilli iii~UnBER-1 ill Hil Sii 
141: 
142: iDE $$NUKBER-1 iill il2 $Hi 

144~ fT i$$MUnP,Efi-l \CDR $llliAPPEHD $l2 iliST 
145: iCONS iCAR $llliLIST \PLUS 1 $Hlllil 
146: iPLUS l $H)ilill 
147: 
i4B: iDE $$EXP iili il2 $l~ tAl 
149: iCuMO fiEQ iCAR $l1l nilliAPPEND $l2 iliST iREADliST $L3lill 
15il: i r iEil iCAR ill l $Aiil$BP iCilR ill l 



151: 
152: 
153: 
154: 

iAPPEnD $l2 illST iREADLIST fl3ill Nil fHiJ 
fi \$$£XP \CDR $L1l $l2 iAPPEND $l3 

\liST \CAR flllii *Ai}li 

155: iDE $$A-EXP ifAAl iftEiP \EXPLODE tAAi Nil Hll ' ii 
15b: 
157: iDE $$A-IKP iflil iftiKP fli NIL ' li 
156: 
159: iDE ffiKP ifll $L2 $Ali 
165: iCOND £iEG iCDR $l1i NilliREADLIST \APPEND $l2 
1 ili: 
162: 
163: 
164: 

iEXPLODE \CAR tlllliil 
£T iftinP iCDR $l1iiAPPEND $L2 \EXPLODE <CAR $l1li 

illST $Alii $A1i3il 

165: iDE $$ElEMENT ifA $l1l 

167: 
166: 
169: 
176: 
17i: 
172: 

173: 
174: 
175: 

iCGND £\HULL \CAR fllll Hill 
(iEO fA \CAR $llli TJ 
£T i$$ElffiENT $A iCDR flllllil 

iDE $$GET-NAKE i$l1 fl2 $l3l 
iCOND £\EO iCAR $L2i Nilli$$REn-NiL nil $L3l1 

fT iffGET-N~Kt $ll \CDR $l2l 
iAPPEND $l3 iUST i$$FiNtHiAtiE fli 
\CAR fl2l H!LiiilJll 

176: iDE $$FIND-HAKE ifll $A fL3l 
177: iCGUD (iEQ \CAR flli HILi $l31 
176: iiEQ iCAR i$$A-E~P iCADR $Alii 'VARi 
179: iCOND £iEQ iCAAR flll iCAR $AliiAPPEMD $L3 
160: iHPPEND \CDR tAl \LIST iCADAR tllllliJ 
iSh \T \UFIHil-nC.nE iCilR ill i fA $l31Ji J 
l£2: lT iHUH 
iS3: 
164: IDE $$R£P-ALL-PRufi i$ll $l2 $l3i 
HiS: ICGUil £ iliiill $l2i $L;;J 
166~ fT iffREP-AlL-PROD $l1 \CDR il2l 
iS7: iAPPEnil $l3 i$$FllL -NAnE $ll iCiiR fi.2H li Ji J 
166: 
169: iDE $$FILl-HAKE lfll il2l 
19i: ICO~D {\nUll iCiiR fl!ll fl2J 
i9!: [I \$$Fill-NAME \CDR $LillffREP-VAR iCAR $l1i fl2 HlliJ 
192: 
193: iDE ffREP-Vl\R itA $Li fl2l 
!94: iCfiHD £\EG iCAR fi.ll RILl $l2J 
195: 
i%: 
197: 
BB: 
199: 

[ iHl \CAR $Hi iCAililR fUlliUREP-:JilR fi'. iCDR flU 
\APPEnD fl2 iLIST \APPEnD iliST iCAAR fi.lli 

\CDR $All l l JJ 
lT \UREP-VAR fA iC!lR fUJ il\PfBiil $l2 iUSi \CAR $lil J 

26~:+\DE ffSEi-ACiDR ifi.l $l2J 



2~1: iCGHD fifQ \CAR tlll Hill tl2l 
202: {ittELEKEHT iCAAR tlll ACi-RGLEl 
263: ittGEi-ACTOR iCDR tllliAPPEMD tl2 iliST iCRDAR $lllllil 
2i4: £T ittSfT-ACiOR iCDR tlll $L2i3li 
2il5: 
2ib: iD£ ttCREATE-ACTOR-FRAK£ i$ll tl2l 
2i7: iPROS Nil 
2BS: lOOP ittC~EATE-ACTuR iCAR tl1l tl2 tl2l 
2i9: iSETQ $ll iCDR $l1ll 
21~: iCOND £iSR£ATERP ilENGTH tlil Gl 
211: iGO l60Pll 
212: fT iRfTURH NillJlll 
2B: 
214: iDE ttAPPEND-ACTOR itl tl1 tl2l 
2l5: iCGHD (\HUll $ll iAPPEHD tl2 $llll 
21b: fiEQ iCADAR tl1l \CAR tlll 
2i7: iAPPEND tl2 iAPPEMD tlt illST iCDR iEVAl 
218: iiNTERN iCAR tlllllllll 
219: iT ittAPPEHD-ACTOR iCDR tll tl1 $l2llll 
228:. 
211: iDE $$EXTRACT-ACTORS i$l1 tl2l 
222: iC~D fiEQ iCAR tltl ~Ill tl2l 
223: fT ittEXTRACT-RCTORS iC&R $llliAPPEHD tl2 
224: illST iCADAAR $lllllllll 
225: 
22b~ iDE $$CHAMSE-FOCUS itll tl2 tl3 $l4l 
227: iCOnD (ifQ iCAR $l3l Nlll $l4J 
226: fit$ElEKEHT \CAR tl3l tl2l 
229: i$$CliANGE-F6CUS $U tl2 iCDH $Ul 
236: iAPPEttD $l4 iliST iAPPEHD illST iCAR tl3l 'i!Gl ll ll 3 
231: £T i$$CHAN6E-fflCUS tll tl2 iCDR $l3l iAPPEHD $l4 
232: iliST iAPPEND iliST iCAR $l3lliliST irlUS -1 
233: i$$VERS-VAl $ll iCAR ll3llllll}llll 
234: 
235: iDE $$APP-All-ACTORS i~ll $l2 $l3l 

237: 
23S: 
239: 
246: 

iCOHD £iEa \CAR $l2l Hill $l3J 
fi ittAPP-ALl-ACiORS tlt iCDR $l2l 

iAPPEnu $l3 iliSI \$$APPEND-ACTOR 
fll iCAR tl2l Nilillllll 

241: iuE $$P.EM-HJL i$l3 $L2l 
242: iCGND ( iliUlL ~l2l tUJ 
243: f ilmll \CAR $l2l I i·HREIHHL $l3 iCI}P. tl2l l J 
244: [i i$$R£K-NIL iAPPEND $L3 
245: iUST iCAR $l2l l l iCilR $l2l l Ji l 
24b: 
247: iDE $$FORn-AHT-liBT i$Al $A2 $A3 $A4 fn1 $N2 tN3 $H4 TEHP-LIST flll 
24B: iPR66 Uil 
249: ISETQ tU iLIST $Uil 
255:• iSEi{l TEKP-LISi iPROC-All-PROil tAl $ni $ll $lill 



251: 
252: 
253: 

255: 
256: 
257: 
256: 
259: 
266: 
2bt: 
262: 
2b3: 
26\: 
265: 
266: 
267: 
265: 

iCONO fiNUll TEKP-LISTl iSETw $n2 til 
fT iSETQ $n2 itDif \lEnGTH iE"P-LISTl 

ilEHGTii SUlli ll 
iSETQ $ll TEKP-liSil 
\SETN iEnP-UST iUPROC-AlL -PROD $R2 $tf2 SU $ll il 
iCGnD £iHULl TEffP-LISTliSETQ SH3 ill 

fi iSETQ $M3 itDIF ilEHSTH TEHP-liSTi 
ilEHSTH $UlllJl 

iSETQ Sli TEKP-LISTl 
iSETw TEKP-liST i$$PROC-ALL-PROD SA3 SN3 Sll $llli 
iCOHD [iUUll TEHP-LISTl iSETQ SH4 ll 

(T iSETQ SH4 ifDIF ilEHGTH TEKP-LiSTl 
ii.ENSTii SUi ll 3i 

iSETQ $Ll iEHP-LISii 
iSETQ TEnP-liST iSSPRGC-Ali.-PROD SA4 SN4 fll Sllii 
iSETQ AHTICIPATION-liST i$$REH-NiL Nil 

\APPEND HNTICIPATifi*-LIST TEKP-LISTlilll 

269: iDE f!PRGC-ALL-PROD iSA SN fi.i $l2l 
276: iCuHD {iSREATERP SN il 
27i: i$$PRGC-All-PROD SA iPLUS -1 $Nl iCDR $L1l 
272: \APPEND $l2 iliST \$$FILL-ALl-PROD SA iCAR Slll 
273: MIL Nililill 
2H: £i $l2li l 
275: 
276: iDE $$Fill-All-PROD i$A Sll Sl2 $l3l 
277: iPROS Nil 
275: iSETQ $l3 {$$FIND-STATE 
279: iUVERlHIAl SU iCAilR i$$A-HP $All l SA IHU l 
2£6: iCOND fiNUll $l3l iRETt~N Nilil 
251: [T iRETURN \APPEnD $l2 if$REP-ALL-PROD 
262: iHSET -NAf!E SU iCAR $l3l IHU iCDR $L31 IHU li 
253: 
2B4~ iDE $$FIND-STATE ifli $Al $Lli iGET SA $Aiil 
2S5: 
2Bb: iDE f$BIS~BIGUATE-1 nil 
2B7: iPROG HIL 
2BS: iSETQ ROLE-LIST i$$FIND-RGLES CUR-ACT '1-ACTii 
2H9: iSHil tiE!HiEIH CUR-5ENH 
296: iSETQ ACTOR-FRAME iSSPLACE-SlT-ACTOR CUR-5EUT CUR-SIT 
29i: RuLE-liST liiU li l 
292: 
293: iDE $$FINO-ROLES ifA SAil 
294: iCunD fT i$SEXTRACT-RulE iGET tA $Ail HillJll 
295: 
29b: iDE $$PUT-ACTOR iSA $Ll $l3i 

iCu~D {iWJLL $lii $l33 
fiEQ iCAAR $lll iCAR tAll 

iAPPEHD $l3 iliST iAPPEnD iCL~ $Ai iCDAR $lillil3 
fT \$$PUT-ACTOR $A \CDR flil $L3i31l 



351: 
352: 
3il3: 
304: 
5fi5: 
3ib: 
367: 
3118: 
369: 
3iil: 
311: 
312: 
313: 
3H: 
315: 
316: 
317: 
31S: 
3P~: 

328; 
32i: 
322: 
323: 
324: 
~'lr 
.). ... ~: 
32b: 
327: 
32S: 
32q: 
336: 
331: 
352: 
~~~: 

354: 
335: 
336: 
~ .. ~ 
~;)J: 

33S: 
339: 
3Ul: 
341: 
Jlt.l'! 

3>i3: 
344: 
~·c-
H.J: 

346: 
347: 
34f!: 
349: 
355:t 

" 

iDE $$PLACE-SiT-ACTOR iSLl $A iL2 fl3l 
iCGnD fiE~ iCAR tl2l Hill 

iCi.\WS iAPPENI> 'iSITl iUST $All $l3J J 
iT \$$PlACE-SiT-~TGR $L1 tA iCDR tl2l 

iAPPEHO *L3 \liST ittPUT-ACTOR iCAR tl2l 
iU IHUH}Jil 

iDE $$DlSAKBi6UATE-2 NIL 
iPRi36 Nil 

iSETQ ROLE-II> ittEQ-ROLES iCDR ACTOR-FRAKEl Hllil 
iSETw ROLE-LIST \$$FIND-ROLES CUR-~T '0-ACTil 
iSETw D-SEHT i$$6ET-PRUHOUHS CUR-SENT PRONGUN-liST 

RuLE-liST IHU 1 
iSETw HE~-SEWT i$$D-PUT-HAKE fi-5ENT ROLE-lDllll 

iDE $$6ET-PRONGUNS itL1 tPRn tRL-llST SD-SEHTl 
iCOHO £\Ew \CAR tlil HILl tD-SEnTJ 

£\ttElEKENT iCAOAR tlll iPRHl 
i$$GET-PRGHUUNS iCVR tlil tPRH tRL-LIST 
\APPEND $D-SENT iLIST \APPEND illST iCAAR tllil 
iLISi i$$VERB-VAL tRl-LiST iCAAR tlill)lll)l 

fT l$i6ET-PRUNOUUS iCDR flii $PRN tRl-LIST 
\APPEND tO-SENT iLIST iCAK $Lllllllil 

iDE ttEQ-ROLES itli tl2l 
iCOHD £\Null $lil $l2J 

1T it$EQ-ROLES \CDR $lll 
\APPEND $L2 iliST iC~AR $l1lllllil 

iDE ttD-PUT-UA*E ifll tl2l 
iCOHD 1\EQ \CAR tL2l nill tliJ 

£T i$$1>-PuT-NAME ittPUT-~HE \CAR tl2l tli HIL} 
iCDR $l2lill l 

iDE $$PUT-MAKE itA *L1 $l3l 
iCunD {\NuLL $Lil $l3l 

fiE\! iCAI>AR flil \CAR tAlii$$PUT-nAHE $A iCDR $Ljl 

iAPPEnD $l3 iliST iAPPEnD \LIST iCAAR $l1ll 
iliST iCAOR $AlllillJ 

\1 i$$PUT-UAKE $A iCOR $Lil 
iAPP£~0 $L3 iLIST iCAR $LlllliJli 

ir~ $$DlSAHBiGUATE-~ NIL 
\PRil6 IHL 

iSETQ RECENT-ACTION i$$FinD-RECENi-AHT CUR-ACT 
\REVERSE AU1ICiPATI6N-LISTi NiLli 

\Cu~D [iUUll RECEWi-ACTit~l 
iSET~ RECEnT-ACTION CuR-SENT)] 
lT iSET\! l:Utl!ii' tHU Jl 



351: 
352: 
353: 
354: 
355: 
356: 
~ ..... 
J.,.,;: 

35S: 
359: 
365: 
3b1: 
362: 
3b3: 
364: 
365: 
3bb: ...... 
..)OJ: 

36S: 
369: 
371: 
371: 
372: 
........ 
~;~: ...... 
~~~: ...... :>J,.i: 

3.7b: 
3j"J: 
3.76: 
37'9: 
3Bi: 
3Sl: 
382: 
3S3: 
3£!4: 
355: 
35b: 
367: 
3!lfi: 
3ff1: 
396: 
3'91: 
"'0'). 
::0!L• 

393: 
394: 
"'Or ~ r.J: 

3%: 
397: 
"'"" ~1"1\): 

~ao. ::.-!1• 

4i6:t 
t 

iSETQ IHT-SEWT \$SSEIVE-NAMES RECE*T-ACTifi~ Hilll 
iSETQ HEXT-5ENT i$$R£n-~ll nil 

if!TEflrlATE-SEMT iNT-SEHT CUR-SEUT HILili 
iSEiw MAX-FOCUS-ACTOR i$$n~X-FOCUS-nAN FOCUS-LIST 

SIHlli 
iSEiw NE~-SE~i \$$REPLACE nEXT-SEnT PR-LIST-i 

MAl-FOCUS-ACTGR Nlli)J) 

HlE HFHHi-RECEIH -MH \SA fU fl3l 
iCONu £iNUll Slii Sl3l 

i(EQ iCAR \$SREH-MIL NIL \APPEND 
il!ST i$SVERB-VAL iCAR tlil 'ACTll 
iUST iUVERB-VAl iCY.R tUi 'STAiEllill U\l 

iCihiR SUlJ 
[T ittfiHD-P.ECEHT-AMT SA iCvR Slil Sl3llll 

ivE $$SEIV£-H~~ES itll Sl2l 
iCGMD (i£Q iCAR Slil Hill Sl2l 

(\EQ iCAR itSA-EiP iCADAR flllll 'VARl 
\SSSEIVE-HA~£5 iCDR SL1l Sl2l3 

[i i$$SEIVE-UAnES iCuR $lli iArPfW& il2 
iUST iCM $Ull l llil 

IDE $ST£KPLATE-SEMT i$ll $l2 il3l 
iCaRD (i£Q \CDR il2i NilJ 

iAPPEND $l3 illST iiiREF11 ill \CAR il2l 
Ntlli SlllJ 

[i ii$TEKPLATE-SEHT ill iCDR SL2l 
\APPEND $L3 iliST iiiREFiX iLi 

iCHR il2l Wlllllllll 

iDE iiKAX-FOCl~-nAW iill SA iHll 
iCGAD [iEQ iCAR Slil Mill SAil 

fiSREATERP iCADAR ilil iAli$$nAX-FOCUS-KAW \CDR Slll 
\CHDAH iLtl iCAAR $llll3 

fT itiHAA-fOCUS-KAN iCDR illi iA iAlllli 

iDE iiDEl-All-PAST iCUR-ACT iACTI~-liST il3l 
iCOMD £i£Q iCAR SACTIGH-iiSTl Mill iCOMS iCGnS 'SIT 

iliST CUR-SiTliiREVERSE il3i1J 
£i6REHTERP ERAS£-cvUWT-1 iCAR iCOAAR ih~Tiun-iiSTlil 

iiiDEl-All-PAST CUR-ACT 
\CDR SACTIC~-LiSTl il3ll 

fT iiiDEl-ALl-PAST CUR-ACT iCOn iACTiun-LlSTi 
\APPEnD $L~ iliST \CAn SACTIC~-LISTlil)Jll 

iO£ SiPUT-STATE i$LI il2 SL3i 
iCVHO fi£U \CAR SL2l nili iL3J 

fT iUFUTHFlHU-STAT£ ill iAPPEiir: \CDR SUi 
i$SFIND-SI"1E iCAR iL2i Sli NiLii 



i 

461: 
4i2: 

ill iAPPERD il3 iCAR il2illJil 

403: iDE $$REPLACE lili tl2 SA tl3\ 
464: iCOND fiRULL illi SL3J 
465: fiit£LEKEUT iCADAR illl st2i ittREPlACE iCDR tl1l 
4ib: 
467: 
~iS: 

409: 
416: 
411: 
412: 
4i3: 
414: 
415: 
416: 
417: 
416: 
419: 
426: 
421: 
422: 
425: 
424: 
425: 
42b: 
427: 
426: 
429: 
436: 
4~1: 
·~~ ~~L; 

4~3: 

434: 
4~5: 

43b:i 

Sl2 tA \APPEND tl3 \LIST \APPEND 
\liST iCAAR Sl!il \liST SAllllil 

fT itSREPlACE iCDR tLll Sl2 SA 
iAPPEND tl3 iLIST iCAR SLlililJll 

iDE StREP-ALl-FOCUS itli SL2l 
iCUHD (\HULL SLll tl2J 

fT iSSREP-ALl-FOC~S iCDR tlil iAPPEHD Sl2 
\liST ittREP-ANT-fOCUS iCAR Sl1i HilllllJll 

iDE $$REP-ANT-FOCUS itl1 Sl2l 
iCOHD £\HULL tlll iCONS '\FOCUS 161 SL2ll 

fi£G iCAAR tlll ''FOCUS iAPPEND iliST iCONS 'FOCUS 
iliST iPlUS -1 iCADAR tlilllli 

iLIST SL2i \CDR tliill 
fT ittREP-AHT-FOCUS iCDR tlil 

iAPPEND tl2 iLIST iCAR tlliilllli 

iDE tSElTRACT-ROlE itl3 tl2l 
iCOHD fiEG iCAR tL3i Hili Sl2J 

£i£w iCAR ittA-EXP iCADAR tl3lli 'ROlEl 
ittEXTRACT-ROLE iCDR tl51 \APPEND SL2 
iliST iCONS iCAAR $l3l 
iliST iSSA-iKF iCDR i$SA-£XP iCADAR $l3lllliiiii3 

fT ifSEXiRHCT-ROLE iCDR tl3i $l2llll 

iDE $$CREATE-ACTOR itA ill $l2l 
iCfiHv f\EG iCAR tlli Hill iSET iiNTERn tAl Hilll 

fiEg SA iCADAR $l1lli5ET iiNTERH tAl tl21J 
fT \$$CREATE-ACT~~ $A iCDR $lll tl2illl 



l: 

APP.£ND1)( 6 

KNOWt..EfJGE BASE 

2: \PUT PROP 'IiiViiE 'i itiCT IitVITfl iti6EtH iliJLE--HOSTi 
~: \OBJECT WHO RGlE_GUESTliSIT Dinnffill '!-ACTJ 
oi: iPUTPROP 'SEI>ID 'i \i'!Cl SENi\l iA6ENT RillE H05Tl 
5: iGilJECT _WHO RillE_GiiESTJ iSH iH!iNERl l 'i Aeil 
b: iPiiTPiHJP 'CAll 'iiiiCT CALU iAGENT Rul£_H05ii 
,. iOBJECT_WHO ROLE_GUESTliSIT DIHRERl 'I-ACTl 
B: iPUTPROP 'DECORATE 'iiACT r~CORATEiiA6E~T RGLE_HuSTl 
9: iililJECT WHAT HilUSEl i 'iHiW 

JS: iPUTPROP 'PREPARE 'iiACT PREPAREliA6£NT ROLE_HOSTl 
11: iOBJECT_iiHO ROL£_GUESTliOBJ£CT_WHAT KHEERll '6-ACTl 
12: \PUTPROP 'ENJOY 'iiACT tNJOYliAGENT ROLE_SiiESTl 
i3: ifiBJECT _jiiiAT ImiNERH 'll-ACTl 
i4: iPUTPROP 'PRAISE 'iiACT PRAISElih~tWT RillE_SUESTl 
15: iOBJECT_WHAT !liNHERll 'D-ACTl 
ib: iPUTPROP 'OFFER 'iiACT OFFERliASENT ROLE_HOSil 
17: iOBJECT_WHO ROLE_GUESiliOBJECT_WiiAT DISHil '!l-ACTi 
1B: iPUTPROP 'INVITE 'iiiACT INVITEliAGENT VAR_Xl 
1~: iuBJECT_WHO VAR_YliSIT DIN!iERlliiSTATE HAPPYl 
2ii: iAGHH VAR_ Vii OBJECT _JIHu I!AR}l l i 'R_ACT _Sl 
21: iPUTPROF 'PREPARE 'iiiACT PREPAREliAGEHT VAR_Xi 
22: iOBJECi_WHO VAR_'iliSIT iHiiHERliiiSHHE ilVERJil't'EDi 
23: iAGHH VAR_'z'JiOBJECT_WHfi VAfl_Xlll 'R_ACT_Sl 
24: iPUTPROP 'iHViTE 'iiiACT InVliEliA6ENT VRR Xi 
25: HlBJECT tiHil VAR 1'l iSH DHiHERl l i iACT THAHKi - -
2b: iA6EnT VAR_YliOSJECT_WHO VAR_Xill 'R_ACT_Ai 
27: iPuTPRfiP 'HAPPY 'iiiSTATE HAPPY! iA6£Hi VAR_Xi 
2B: iOBJECT WHO W\R 'ill iiACT SliiLEl\AGEIH VAR XJ - - -
2~: iOBJECT_wnil vAR_YlliiACT LAUSHliAGEHT vAR_XlJJ 
3i: 'R_STATE_Al 
31: iPUTPROP 'THANK 'iiiACT iHHRKliAGEHT VAR_XJ 
32: iOBJ£Ci WHO VAR Yi iSIT DIHHERJliiSTATE HAPPYi - -
33: iA6£UT VAR_YiiOBJECT_WHO VAR_XJll 'R ACT Sl 
jq: iPUTPROP 'ACTOR 'iRAti KOHANi 'MALE} 
35: iPUTPROP 'ACTOR 'iSiTA niRAl 'fEiiAlEi 
3b:f 
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